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Abstract

This thesis comprises of two components: an academic-based research 

component and a creative-based component. The creative component, a book on New 

Zealand conservation, draws from the research component, utilising from it ideas in a 

practical form. The focus of this thesis was on conservation in New Zealand as it is 

aimed at the general public. Articles from general newspapers, written by both 

journalists and scientists, were analysed for frames; the way in which ideas are 

packaged in the media. The results suggested that there were no statistically significant 

differences between how scientists and journalists used frames. It could be that this 

reflects the way rules of the journalism industry are applied, especially through editors, 

thereby obviating any differences in the frames used by scientists and journalists. There 

were a number of limitations to this study, including the pseudo-replication caused by 

limited number of scientist authors; the definition of scientists; and the limitations that 

are inherent with a framing analysis due to its highly subjective nature. A number of 

reasons are discussed as to possible reasons why there appeared to be no difference, 

many pertaining to the way journalism itself works. 

The creative part of this thesis is a story of the brief history of conservation in 

New Zealand, beginning from when the first settlers arrived in New Zealand, to where 

conservation stands today. The way in which this story was framed was to not entice 

anger, but rather to invoke empathy and a feeling of closeness with the nature of the 

country. This was achieved by writing in first person from the perspective of the Land 

itself, one of two voices used. The second voice was in third person, by which to ensure 

the effective communication of the science of conservation.
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INTRODUCTION TO THESIS

Science communication is a growing field, and so understanding how the public 

are being given, and are receiving science related information is important. If science is 

not communicated carefully, potentially misleading and detrimental effects to the field 

of science can occur. Framing is but one aspect of communication that can be used to 

analyse how science is conveyed to the public. 

Conservation is a highly relevant subject in New Zealand. The uniqueness of the 

Country’s landscape and biodiversity is something that New Zealand is well-known for 

all across the world. With many of New Zealand’s native species and natural 

environments threatened, the communication of conservation in New Zealand is highly 

important. Hence the focus of this thesis is on the framing of conservation in New 

Zealand. 

The media is the largest arena in which the public gain general knowledge. 

Consequently it is the news media that has a large influence over how the public view 

and understand science, such as conservation. The media does not always accurately 

convey science ideas and concepts, and can often be misleading; not surprising when 

articles are written by those who themselves are unfamiliar with the subject. But in 

today’s society scientists themselves are becoming increasingly active in science 

communication. Therefore this thesis investigates the differences between how 

scientists and journalists frame their articles, with the focus on conservation in New 

Zealand. This is the first of the two components that make up this thesis. The second, a 

creative component, is a non-fiction story of conservation in New Zealand that uses 

framing in a different way than those used in general news articles. The aim of the 

creative component was to accurately convey science concepts, while using framing in 

such as way as to not influence the negative and controversial emotions of the reader, 

which can often be seen in general news articles. Rather, the aim was to frame the story 

in such a way as to elicit positive emotions, to leave the reader satisfied and to influence 

heightened interest in conservation.
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CHAPTER ONE – INTRODUCTION

Framing definition

Framing is a widespread and generalised concept that is used in literature 

surrounding many diverse subjects involved with studies on media and public 

influences. Therefore it is unsurprising that in the literature many definitions of the term 

can be found. Depending on what the study is on, in terms of subject and area of focus, 

there are variations in the term. Many studies define the term framing with clarity 

surrounding their subject. However, when looking at framing from a generalist view, the 

definition can still be somewhat vague in various aspects and, as a result, there is no one 

steadfast definition of the term (Dahinden, 2002; Scheufele, 1999). Despite this, it is 

apparent that all definitions of framing hold a similar base concept. The common theme 

in many scholars’ definition of framing lies in the idea of organisation, that frames serve 

to “turn meaningless and recognisable happenings into a discernible event” (Scheufele, 

1999, p. 106). Hence a simple condensed definition of framing, is that framing acts to 

organise ideas in the everyday world, by implying a context in which people can easily 

relate to, even if the idea is not explicit (Borah, 2011; Gitlin, 1980; Nisbet, 2010; 

Scheufele, 1999). 

Widely acknowledged as one of the first scholars to study and develop the 

concept of framing was Erving Goffman (Borah, 2011; Nisbet, 2010). Goffman 

describes frames as a device that helps people interpret and organise events by making 

something, that may otherwise be meaningless to them, meaningful (Borah, 2011). 

Gitlin (1980) likewise defines frames as a way of organising, describing them as a way 

to ‘package’ large amounts of information in such a way that allows for effective and 

efficient interpretation for both the audiences and journalists (Borah, 2011; Gitlin, 

1980). Entman (1993), another prominent scholar in this field of study, also describes 

framing in terms of organisation, but to a more detailed extent; that to frame something 

is to select certain aspects of the event and making these aspects “more salient in a 

communicating text” (Entman, 1993); thus guiding audiences to the important aspects 
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of the event. Framing following this definition could, however, have serious 

implications. By such purposeful selection of what to and what not to report adds 

significant bias in favour of the journalist’s viewpoint, say, of the event being reported. 

The study carried out by Ho, Brossard & Scheufele (2008), took this into account in 

their definition of framing: “Media frames are ‘thought organisers’, or devices for 

packaging complex issues in ways where certain aspects of a controversy are given 

more weight over others, highlighting what is relevant about an issue and what should 

be disregarded” (Ho et al., 2008, p. 176). This definition blatantly includes a form of 

bias, as it is from the journalist’s point of view of what should be ‘disregarded’ as non-

important. More is written on bias in framing later in this chapter.

Chong & Druckman (2007), acknowledge the variety of perspectives framing 

can take, and so also state that “framing refers to the process by which people develop a 

particular conceptualisation of an issue or reorient their thinking about an issue” (Chong 

& Druckman, 2007, p. 104). This study refers to framing as being a process that 

“evolves over time” (Chong & Druckman, 2007, p. 108), rather than a static state, as 

other studies appear to define framing. Therefore, as framing is not a straight forward 

linear concept, combined with the diverse nature of the subject, the different angles 

taken on framing, and the many varying in-depth descriptions, framing is not defined 

with absolute clarity. In this thesis the definition of framing used is the one as stated in 

the first paragraph of this chapter: ‘that framing acts to organise ideas in the everyday 

world, by implying a context in which people can easily relate to, even if the idea is not 

explicit’.

Priming and agenda setting

In this field of study, there are two other terms that are closely related to 

framing, yet are distinctly different concepts. While this thesis is only looking at 

framing, it is important to distinguish the difference in these terms and what separates 

them. These terms are priming and agenda setting. Priming can be defined as a process 

that leads to framing (Entman, 2007). Priming changes the way, or the standards, that 
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people use in evaluating events or issues (Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007). Scheufele & 

Tewksbury (2007) state that “priming occurs when news content suggests to news 

audiences that they ought to use specific issues as benchmarks” (p. 11) in evaluating 

events or issues. Priming then is effectively the outcome, or influence, on the public 

resulting from agenda-setting (Scheufele, 2000). It can also be thought of as a goal or 

intended effect for framing events or issues (Entman, 2007). The concept of priming 

(and agenda setting) has its origins based in “psychological concepts of priming in work 

on cognitive processing of semantic information” (Scheufele, 2000, p. 299). Thereby 

examples of priming include factors such as salience and word association, by which 

related memories can be triggered, either consciously or unconsciously (Marcel, 1983; 

Scheufele, 2000; Weaver, 2007). Agenda setting can be defined as “the frequency with 

which an issue is discussed in the media” (Borah, 2011, p. 250). Agenda setting is not to 

be confused with framing. Agenda setting influences audiences by frequency of the 

salient message, while framing influences audiences by the articulation and emphasis of 

the salient message. 

There appears to be a fine line between the concepts of priming and agenda 

setting, as both concepts are salience based (Weaver, 2007). Consequently priming can 

be thought of as an ‘extension of agenda setting’ (Scheufele, 2000; Scheufele & 

Tewksbury, 2007). The following example helps illustrate the relationship between 

priming and agenda setting, and demonstrates how they fit together: 

“By making some issues more salient in people’s mind (agenda 

setting), mass media can also shape the considerations that people take 

into account when making judgements about... issues (priming)” 

(Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007, p. 11). 

According to Borah (2011), “there has been a tendency to consider agenda 

setting, priming, and framing under the same expansive concept of media effects 

process(es)” (p. 251). Borah (2011) emphasises that agenda setting “is not relevant to 

framing” (p. 250) because of the fact that agenda setting involves frequency of the event 

in the media as opposed to framing, which looks at how the event is portrayed in the 
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media (Borah, 2011). But used together framing and agenda setting can provide a much 

more informed map of how certain issues are used in the media, and hence how they 

can potentially influence the public. 

Approach to framing

The best way to approach framing has been highly debated. Most studies set 

their own parameters for the frames they focus on. There are arguments stating that for 

the progression and growth of the study of framing, it is important for studies to all use 

a consistent set of frames in their research (Borah, 2011). It is widely acknowledged that 

this would be the most ideal method, however logically at the same time it is also 

acknowledged that “it is easier said than done to have a common paradigm 

encompassing all framing research” (Borah, 2011, p. 257). This is because framing 

research spans a diverse array of subjects. Entman (1993) describes this problem as a 

‘fractured paradigm’. In response to the ideal consistency of frames in framing research, 

Nelson & Willey (2001) bluntly stated that to “propose a single comprehensive theory 

covering the generation of and response to all types of frames would be laughably 

naïve” (p. 246). There have been various suggestions surrounding this problem, but due 

to the concept of framing being used across numerous disciplines, it makes it 

impossible, or near impossible, to find an ideal solution (Borah, 2011).

Framing bias

Scientific literature is written in such a way to work towards eliminating bias. 

However, framing in media is essentially a form of bias, be it framing any kind of 

subject, such as politics, economics, or science. This is because framing often uses a 

select aspect of an event or subject in order to organise and package ideas into bite-sized 

pieces. Entman (1993; 2007) conducted studies with regard to framing in politics, yet 

the base ideas he uses holds merit for framing in any subject area. Entman (2007) states 
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that “frames introduce or raise the salience or apparent importance of certain ideas, 

activating schemas that encourage target audiences to think, feel, and decide in a 

particular way” (p. 164). In this way frames often end up being used so they slant 

towards a bias. A possible consequence of this is put forward by Borah (2011), “framing 

could have significant connotations as frames highlight some aspects of reality while 

excluding other elements, which might lend individuals to interpret issues differently” 

(p. 248). Therefore emphasis needs to be put on care in the way something is framed. 

While one may largely work to frame their events in a positive light, either 

intended or not, negative consequences may occur. It is seen particularly in the political 

domain that framing can largely take a more negative form (Chong & Druckman, 2007; 

Entman, 2007). In such cases framing can be viewed as a tool of power, in that it can be 

used as a “strategy to manipulate and deceive individuals” (Chong & Druckman, 2007, 

p. 120). Nevertheless, the majority of journalists do not actually seek to put bias or 

deception into their stories (Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007). Framing for them is 

regarded as an essential tool. It is used to simplify key concepts and help journalists fit 

their stories into the constraints of their allotted spaces and deadlines (Scheufele & 

Tewksbury, 2007).

Not everyone sees such bias as influencing the public in what to think as wrong, 

with the backing argument that they are simply influencing people that do not fully 

understand the issue in the way they should think in regards to this, as appears to be 

suggested in the papers by Chong & Druckman (2007), and Ho et al. (2008). This ‘right’ 

way of thinking could be a bias towards the authors’ own opinions. Every person has 

their own way of thinking, which may not coincide with someone else’s. While 

someone may not fully understand the issue, it is more ideal to work on a frame that 

lends to giving that person understanding and knowledge in which to make their own 

decisions. This can be harder than simply framing for them a way in which to think. For 

better science communication, increasing understanding and knowledge is important, 

and in my opinion more so than what are their concluding opinions regarding the issue, 

subject, or event. 

However this is all from the view of a scientist’s perception for bias, while in the 

journalism arena bias has slightly different implications. An example of this can be seen 
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in the balancing effect. In journalism, balanced reporting “aims for neutrality” (Entman, 

1989, p. 30). This is achieved by representing all sides of a conflicting issue and to 

“provide both sides with roughly equal attention” (Entman, 1989, p. 30). While for 

journalists this may seem as a way in which to limit bias, for scientists it is the opposite, 

as it raises the problem of not all sides actually having equal support from the available 

evidence (Boykoff & Boykoff, 2004; Dearing, 1995). Therefore, by putting equal 

weight on all views, the minority will be presented to the public with the same 

weighting as the majority. It only takes a minority with a loud media presence to 

become dominant in the public eye, and pushes back the majority, despite the fact that 

they have, in science-related cases, a larger scientific backing (Boykoff & Boykoff, 

2004; Dearing, 1995). This balancing effect often becomes apparent in issues 

surrounding highly controversial subjects, such as in politics and climate change 

(Boykoff & Boykoff, 2004).

Journalist approach

The use of frames is widespread among journalists, as, (as stated above), frames 

allow for the quick classification of information (Gitlin, 1980; Scheufele & Tewksbury, 

2007), resulting in a way “to package it for efficient relay to their audiences” (Gitlin, 

1980, p. 7). Another suggestion, as put forward by Van Gorp (2010), is that in many 

cases journalists are unconsciously using certain frames, simply as they “are unfamiliar 

with alternatives” (Van Gorp, 2010, p. 104). In either case, frames then can be 

considered an integral part of the job of the journalist, as Huxford (2000) concisely 

states, “the job of the journalist is to translate the unusual into the familiar, the unknown 

into the known” (p. 188). A, perhaps more dramatic example, can be seen in the 

translation of science in the public sphere being related to widely familiar works of 

science fiction. An intriguing example of such a case that has a large collection of 

studies surrounding it, is that of the cloning of the sheep Dolly. It was in February 1997 

when the creation of the sheep cloned from adult stem cells was released into the media 

(Wilmut et al., 2000). This announcement elicited an eruption from numerous corners of 
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the public. The most common responses reflected fears and fantasies, as framed by 

science fiction (Huxford, 2000; Nelkin & Lindee, 1998; Wilmut et al., 2000). Many of 

these fears were based purely on earlier works of science fiction that used the concept of 

cloning as central themes (Cohen & Tomkin, 1994; Crew, 2004; Weingart, et al., 2003; 

Wilkie & Graham, 1998). The dominant contributing factor misleading the mass public 

understanding of the science of cloning was that of the media. News articles were 

covered by journalists who had little knowledge of the science, and so to quickly 

‘package’ the story they fell back to something more to their own understanding: 

science fiction (Hamilton, 2003; Huxford, 2000). These works of science fiction, such 

as Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World, portrayed the consequences of cloning as having 

disastrous and frightful implications to humankind, thus the frames used in the media 

for the Dolly case were often anti-science (Huxford, 2000). This raises concern, as 

while there are many good aspects to framing, this shows that if framing is not carried 

out with careful articulation, there is the possibility of the rise of significant negative 

consequences.

A number of studies have inferred that the mass media is the main source in 

which the public gain knowledge about current and/or relevant sciences and 

technologies (Boykoff & Boykoff, 2004; Boykoff & Boykoff, 2007; Nelkin, 1987; 

Wilkie & Graham, 1998; Wilson, 1995).While it is good that science is actively being 

put into the public domain, there remains the concern of the articulation of framing. If 

not framed appropriately, potential negative consequences could lead to mass 

misunderstanding and mistrust in the science, such as what occurred in the case of Dolly 

the sheep. This will be, without a doubt, an immense task considering the vastness of 

the online community, with many sources of news and social websites, and the ability 

for any person to publish online.
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Scientist approach

The larger proportion of studies regarding framing approach look at the concept 

from the angle of the journalist or the audience. There are a few studies that include the 

angle of the scientist, although most look more at the communication between the 

scientist and the journalist (see Amend & Secko, 2012; Gascoigne & Metcalfe, 1997; 

Peters, 2013; Reed, 2001). In this day and age there is an increase in the number of 

scientists writing media articles about, or relating to, their field of science. It would 

seem that when scientists use framing in writing about their research, it is used with 

more purpose than the journalistic approach. This is because scientists are not merely 

writing for a good story, they wish to make sure the public understands, and is informed 

in such a way to form supportive opinions of their research (Nisbet, 2010). Scientists 

aim to use framing to “motivate greater interest and concern” (Nisbet, 2010, p. 43), for 

numerous reasons. The base underlying much of these scientists’ motives involve the 

opinion forming and interest of the public and fellow scientists around a common goal 

(Nisbet, 2010). 

Having scientists write articles related to their area of expertise, as opposed to 

journalists, would be ideal as then the science should, in theory, be potentially less 

misleading than if written by journalists, who themselves are trying to get their heads 

around the science. There are, of course, complications to this ideal. The biggest 

concern of having scientists writing media articles themselves is for them to effectively 

use framing in such a way to be engaging and understandable to the public. Many 

scientists are used to writing for scientific journals, in which the writing style and 

framing is a lot different than the style needed to be used in writing for the general 

public.
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Influence on public

It is without a doubt that frames influence people. The question is how they 

influence people, and their extent of influence. There have been many studies 

surrounding this question, with mixed results. However, all point to frames having some 

sort of influence on their target audiences (Borah, 2011; Chong & Druckman, 2007; 

Dispensa & Brulle, 2003; Scheufele, 1999). Such varying results in this field of study 

are to be expected, considering the vast number of subjects and angles framing can 

cover. Chong & Druckman (2007) sum this up simply but to the point: “frames in 

communication matter – that is, they affect the attitudes and behaviours of their 

audiences” (p. 109). Whether consciously or not, individuals often base their opinions 

of events and issues on how they are framed in the media (Chong & Druckman, 2007; 

Ho et al., 2008; Jensen, 2008). Jensen’s (2008) study on the representation of cloning in 

the media and films, showed how these mediums influence the way in which people 

think concerning the related subjects, regardless of how fully the people understood the 

science and technological details within the subject (Jensen, 2008). This phenomenon is 

described by Ho et al. (2008) as heuristic processing. Optimally in the ideal world all 

people would use systematic processing; where people make calculated judgements, 

using existing knowledge retained in memory, to make careful, well-educated 

evaluations of the events or issues at hand (Ho et al., 2008). However, sadly, this is 

often not the case. Many people will “predominantly use heuristic cues such as value 

predispositions and information shortcuts provided by mass media to form judgements 

and reach decisions about science and technology” (Ho et al., 2008, p. 172). This 

argument supports that people follow prominent frames that are used in the media, from 

which they will form judgements on subjects, such as science and technology, even if 

they have limited knowledge in the area (Ho et al., 2008; Jensen, 2008).
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Why use framing

The section above details the influence framing has on the public, but why 

should we use frames? This is a relevant question because frames can be used to 

introduce bias or mislead the public, both intentionally and non-intentionally. Yet, when 

used mindfully and with the right intentions, framing is unarguably a useful tool in 

communication, for various subjects, including science communication. As previously 

mentioned, frames can be used to motivate and engage the public’s interest (Nisbet, 

2010). Frames can also be used specifically for target audiences, and “fit with the 

constraints of a diversity of media outlets and communication forums” (Nisbet, 2010, p. 

43). So, while the use of frames tries not to be bias, they still work to have an influence 

over people, be it simply by invoking their interest. Needless to say, it is because of this 

influence frames can have over the public that make the use of frames important in 

communication. 

In turn, one could then ask what the importance of communicating science to the 

public actually is. There are a large number of studies covering this question, of which 

will only be briefly outlined here, as it is a whole area of study in itself. Nonetheless, it 

is important to have an overall idea of the processes of communicating science to the 

public if one is to study in the field, even if that study is just one aspect or smaller part 

of the communication process. One of the general ideas of the overall ‘payoff’ for 

popularising science is the increased support of the public for that science; thus, in most 

cases, increasing the speed in which the science concepts become generally believed 

and accepted (Mellor, 2003). This can have benefits, such as securing or increasing 

funding for that field of research. 

The way in which science is communicated is becoming increasingly more 

important to understand, as it can potentially have negative effects for the science, not 

just positive ones. Such negative effects include, but are not limited to, ethical and 

moral concerns and mass misunderstandings of the concept. The construction of images 

of the science in the public sphere provides an arena in which science can be both 

“legitimised and challenged” (Mellor, 2003, p. 509). The way science is viewed has 

changed over the last century or so, as traditionally science and scientists were well 
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respected. But as science continues to develop, and ideas have become more complex, 

more controversies, disagreements and failure have naturally risen. With the 

popularisation of science these limits of science have become more apparent to the lay 

public (Hamilton, 2003). Reed (2001) also suggests that this change in view could 

partly be due to “perceptions that the scientific method is not always pursued with 

absolute integrity” (Reed, 2001, p. 280). Perhaps, in addition to these suggestions, an 

underlying cause has been the increase in people openly thinking more freely for 

themselves. Unarguably in this day and age there are not the restrictions on people 

according to aspects such as their social class or standing, race, and gender, as there was 

further back in time. Thereby, quite possibly this has had influence on the decrease in 

the traditional unquestioned authority and respect for science and scientists. 

Examples of framing

A good frame according to Nisbet (2010), is one that can hold a neutral position 

in an argument, meaning a frame that can be the same for all sides of an argument. 

Nisbet (2010) does note, however, that some such frames may be present more in 

arguments for one side than another, depending on the nature of the frame. An example 

of such a frame is one of ethics and morals. This frame is often central to arguments on 

whether or not scientists should be carrying out embryonic stem-cell research. Those 

that oppose this research see the destruction of embryos that have the potential to 

develop into human beings as being morally and ethically wrong; while on the other 

hand, those that support this research see it as morally and ethically wrong not to carry 

it out as this would deny people potential cures to severe disabilities (Nisbet, 2010). 

Another example of framing follows the idea of taking an approach that utilises 

an idea or value that has a positive appeal to the general public, that is not necessarily 

directly related or even related at all (Chong & Druckman, 2007). An example of such 

framing would be the use of ‘cute’ animals as ‘poster-boys’ for an issue or event. This is 

because people tend to gravitate towards, and want to help such animals. More empathy 

can be achieved with ‘cute’ animals like puppies or kittens, as opposed to animals that 
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people find repulsive or frightening, such as spiders or snakes. A frame with such an 

appeal to the general public creates a strong frame. This is because such frames 

generally “emerge from public discussion” (Chong & Druckman, 2007, p. 116). Hence 

they take into account what the public actually respond to, rather than what the 

communicators think they will be responsive to. By taking into account the opinions 

and viewpoints of the actual audience frames are aimed at, naturally creates a frame that 

is “more compelling than alternative arguments” (Chong & Druckman, 2007, p. 116).  

Framing in conservation

There does not appear to be a lot of literature on the framing of conservation 

itself, although other framing studies can be related in certain aspects. There have been 

numerous studies relating to the framing of climate change. While this subject is with 

no doubt directly relatable as a form of the vast array of subjects making up 

conservation, many such studies are to do with the social science aspect of climate 

change, tending to mainly focus on political and economical aspects. With regards to 

research methods, studies in this area have wide variance, as appears to be the case with 

many studies using framing, as mentioned previously.

The salience of environmental issues in media

A study of particular interest was that of Shanahan et al. (1997) regarding the 

environmental concern and habits of people in relation to media and television 

consuming habits. While this study focused on the salience of issues caused by 

frequency of exposure to environmental related issues, rather than framing, the results 

suggested that amount of exposure has little effect, if indeed any, on the environmental 

habits of people (Shanahan et al., 1997). These results were backed up by previous 

studies of a similar nature carried out by Griffen (1989) and Suhonen (1993). Griffen’s 

(1989) study suggested that the media can increase the importance people place on 

environmental issues. However, this increase in emphasis on perceived importance did 

not transfer over to behaviours regarding conservation, which remained unchanged even 
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with changed mindset (Shanahan et al., 1997). Whereas Suhonen’s (1993) study 

suggested that the connections between peoples’ environmental concern and the 

environmental issues covered in the newspaper media were negligible, with the 

exception of catastrophic events (Shanahan et al., 1997). This is not an indication that 

media does not have influence on people, many studies show that the media does indeed 

hold influence over the public (Dispensa & Brulle, 2003; Shanahan et al., 1997). In 

regards to these studies mentioned, it may just be that the amount of influence over the 

public depends on the subject itself and/or how it is framed. Therefore, in current related 

research studies, approaches should include more than simply salience by frequency of 

exposure. This is not to say that frequency should be ruled out completely. It should still 

be kept in mind, but perhaps as more of a potential secondary factor than the prime 

focus of similar studies.

Pre-existing opinions

It must also be noted that a persons pre-existing opinions and viewpoints can 

influence the effects of certain frames. For example a frame may have a strengthening 

effect on an already existing viewpoint, or may not have any effect if an existing 

viewpoint is strongly in opposition. These two examples are of course the two extremes; 

the effects of a certain frame on a person can lie anywhere on a continuity scale between 

these two extremes. An example within the subject of nature conservation and natural 

science is outlined by Fisher & Bliss (2009). This example is of the view a person has of 

their place within nature, or also called the ‘human-nature relationship’ (Fisher & Bliss, 

2009). A person can be inclined to hold either more anthropocentric values, or 

biocentric values. Anthropocentric being those whose values “believe humans have the 

right to exploit nature for the benefit of society, rationalising that technology can fix any 

damage” (Fisher & Bliss, 2009, p. 886); while biocentric are those whose values “view 

humans as merely one species among many in the biosphere yet recognise that they 

have the power to upset the balance of nature” (Fisher & Bliss, 2009, p. 886). 

Pre-existing values like this could potentially be a factor in reasoning why in the studies 
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of Shanahan et al., (1997), Griffen (1989) and Suhonen (1993), salience was shown to 

have little effect on the environmental habits of people, despite increased awareness of 

environmental issues.

Thesis aim

Given that there are numerous studies focused on framing from a journalist’s 

approach, but only very limited from a scientist’s approach, the question being explored 

by this thesis is how scientists writing directly for the public use framing, compared 

with how journalists use framing; within the context of conservation in New Zealand. 

Scientists and journalists are taught their writing skills in very different ways. Scientists 

are taught to write for scientific reports and papers, which involves writing in a way to 

ensure their work is interpreted exactly as they mean. This means the initial way in 

which they are taught to write for science is very ‘dry’. Words used cannot be emotive, 

anthropomorphised, or be creatively descriptive. Journalists, on the other hand, write 

with the aim to engage their audiences by finding drama, emotional aspects, and/or 

breakthrough stories. They write from aspects that, in general, most people can relate to 

in some way. Therefore, in an ideal world articles written for the public should contain 

elements from both the journalist and scientific realms, but as in most things this is not 

that ideal world. Hence this thesis looks into framing, one of many aspects in 

communication in the media, to increase the understanding of differences between how 

scientists and journalists convey science to the general public; thus benefiting both 

scientists and journalists in the task of communicating conservation science.
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CHAPTER TWO – COMPARING FRAME ANALYSES

Ambiguity around methods

There are a number of different framing analysis techniques that can be used to 

study frames in the media (Borah, 2011; Matthes & Kohring, 2008; Semetko & 

Valkenburg, 2000; Van Gorp, 2010). In the literature there are a few core analysis 

methods, from which many studies use adaptations and/or combinations. One noticeable 

problem, is that there appears to be very few studies that give an in-depth description of 

how the frames were actually determined. A number of studies identify this short-

coming, and attempts have been made in which to reduce the ambiguity surrounding 

frame analyses. Nevertheless, due to the naturally subjective and abstract nature 

involved in determining a framework, it is hard to find an optimal way (if there is 

indeed one), to completely clarify this (Borah, 2011; Semetko & Valkenburg, 2000; Van 

Gorp, 2007; Van Gorp, 2010). In relation to the literature on framing, with the 

acknowledgement of a few exceptions (for exceptions see: McComas & Shanahan, 

1999; Pan & Kosicki, 1993; Semetko & Valkenburg, 2000; Van Gorp, 2010), Van Gorp 

(2010) states that the “literature offers rather little on which to draw to objectively 

identify frames” (p. 103). In addressing this ambiguity it does not help the cause that 

framing studies cover numerous disciplines; a contributing factor in the many different 

approaches to framing analysis. The rationale behind many of the methods used for 

framing analyses is to be as objective as possible in finding and defining frames. 

However, as acknowledged by Van Gorp (2010), some extent of subjectivity in framing 

analyses is always to be expected, even when “systematically taking into account all 

techniques” (Van Gorp, 2010, p. 90) that can be used in framing analyses with the goal 

to be as objective, and hence the results to be as reliable, as possible.

Many frames are not clear-cut, and can be considered as more of an “abstract 

variable” (Matthes & Kohring, 2008, p. 258). To this extent the individual analysing the 

article contents and determining frames is introducing an unavoidable bias, resulting 

simply from their interpretation, which draws from their own opinions and existing 
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knowledge (Matthes & Kohring, 2008; Van Gorp, 2010). This is why using framing 

analysis methods that are systematic is recommended, as they work to reduce the 

subjective effects that inevitably arise from the individual analyst. In finding and 

defining frames in articles having a person, as opposed to a computer-based program 

per se, is necessary for validity. A person is able to perceive and identify those frames 

that are more subtle (Van Gorp, 2010). This then is a double-edged sword of sorts. On 

one hand the person’s ability to understand language and all its subtleties is important in 

analysing frames, but on the other hand they unavoidably introduce levels of bias due to 

human judgement and individual interpretation. It can be said that the analyst must 

therefore take care in determining frames. Yet even then all bias cannot be expected to 

be ruled out, due to individuals having different knowledge bases to draw upon; hence 

between individuals differing opinions is a given. 

Reliability and validity

Reliability and validity are the two critical concerns in ensuring a framing 

analysis produces representative and meaningful results (Matthes & Kohring, 2008; Van 

Gorp, 2007; Van Gorp, 2010). Reliability relates to the consistency and repeatability of 

the analysis, and validity to how well the resulting analysis relates to the construct 

itself, (i.e. the relevancy). Van Gorp (2007) mentions reproducibility alongside 

reliability and validity; though reproducibility is essentially a component of reliability, 

and so while acknowledged as an important consideration of a good analysis, here it 

will be classed under the factor of reliability. Reliability and validity are with no doubt 

intertwined, as the relevance of the consistency of reliability directly impacts on the 

validity. While it is ideal to achieve a high level of both reliability and validity, as 

revealed in numerous past framing analysis studies, this is not, if at all, plausible for the 

most part. In the effect of using an analysis that is reasonably systematic in order to 

remove subjectivity, as Van Gorp (2010) states, “it is inevitable to sacrifice some 

reliability, because frames are hidden meaning structures” (Van Gorp, 2010, p.99). This 

is because in removing subjectivity, the finer, more elusive frames are overlooked. As 
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mentioned above, limiting the number of analysts decreases bias by increasing 

consistency, and hence reliability. Validity and reliability are are discussed further in the 

following sub-sections of this chapter in relation to the nature of analyses explored.

Framing analyses

The main analyses used, or what analyses studies are based on, are those of 

critical discourse analysis and content analysis. Relating to this it is as Olausson (2009) 

stated: “there is not much guidance within framing theory when it comes to specific 

methods for analysis” (p. 424). By going through the literature, the general ideas of the 

different methods most commonly used begin to emerge; yet some aspects still remain 

vague in what can only be assumed even the researchers themselves are somewhat hazy 

on the specifics. However, considering the abstract nature of framing, quantifying the 

analyses into rigid specifics will potentially add large amounts of bias into the analysis, 

negatively affecting the reliability and validity, and hence rendering the results 

meaningless. In this line of thought it makes sense that there is no steadfast clarity in the 

literature on framing analysis. With such diverse framing studies, (in terms of subject, 

focus of the study, and frames of interest), it becomes obvious that the best way to do a 

framing analysis is to follow a method, but use it with flexibility, and/or a combination 

with another method, in order to best fit it with the purpose of the study.

Critical discourse analysis

While many framing analyses use quantitative methods, the critical discourse 

analysis (CDA) is more qualitative (Olausson, 2009). This qualitative approach provides 

CDA with a theoretical and methodological base (Carvalho & Burgess, 2005; Olausson, 

2009). In this way CDA looks into the meanings in articles in such a way as to “uncover 

the implicit or taken-for-granted values, assumptions, and origins of a seemingly 

neutral, self-evident, and objective news text” (Olausson, 2009, p. 424). Frames are 
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found by looking at more than just the surface level of an article, unlike that of a typical 

quantitative approach. Quantitative approaches generally focus on linguistics, as in the 

choices of words, phrases, and figures of speech, creating a matrix of frame packages 

for each frame (Carvalho & Burgess, 2005; Van Gorp, 2007; Van Gorp, 2010). The term 

‘frame packages’ refers to a cluster of words and phrases as examples of what to look 

for in an article to identify the presence of those particular frames. In contrast, a CDA 

“attempts to understand the links between texts and social relations, distributions of 

power, and dominant values and ideas” (Carvalho & Burgess, 2005, p. 1461). While 

meaning is undoubtedly important for any sort of framing analysis, with frame 

packages, if not utilised with diligence, it is easy to slip into a mindset that does not 

expand beyond the highlighted main linguistics with which a particular frame generally 

uses; hence increasing the potential for the analyst to miss the frames that are portrayed 

with higher degrees of subtlety. 

The highly interpretive method one uses in a CDA also sets this method up for a 

high degree of bias. When compared to quantitative methods, the qualitative method 

generally has a lower reliability. The degree of validity depends on the how the analysis 

was executed. Validity can be tested and supported (Carvalho & Burgess, 2005; 

Olausson, 2009) by the “logic and credibility of argumentation, backed up by quotes 

from the texts” (Carvalho & Burgess, 2005, p. 1461). As Olausson (2009) puts it “CDA 

is thus a relevant method when analysing a text with a critical interest of knowledge, 

and a useful tool when trying to capture the ideological and unintended, but nevertheless 

culturally, politically, and economically dependent aspects of a news text” (Olausson, 

2009, p. 424). The results from such an analysis will depend, and vary, from analyst to 

analyst, due to the high qualitative interpretation component of this method.
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Content analysis

In the literature, content analyses seem to be a common method used for framing 

analysis. There is agreement that the two main approaches in which a content analysis 

can take are the deductive approach and inductive approach (Semetko & Valkenburg, 

2000; Van Gorp, 2010). Matthes & Kohring (2008), however, identify five different 

methods of approach: the hermeneutic approach, the linguistic approach, the manual 

approach, the computer-assisted approach, and the deductive approach (see Matthes & 

Kohring, 2008). These methods they describe are arguably all different approaches a 

content analysis can take. Yet these approaches, (especially in the case of the 

hermeneutic approach, which is inherently subjective with little or no explanation as to 

how frames are found), do have overlaps and are vague in places. While this significant 

breakdown and refinement into smaller parts can work in some cases, for a content 

analysis overall it tends to add more ambiguity and confusion to an already abstract 

concept than the intended clarification. In many other studies more than one of these 

methods identified are often used in combination, and all these methods fit in with one 

or the other of the deductive and inductive approaches of content analysis; therefore 

there is more benefit in looking in more detail only of these two main approaches.

Inductive

The inductive approach involves finding frames without, or with only a rough, 

open idea of what frames may be used in the article analysed (Semetko & Valkenburg, 

2000; Van Gorp, 2010). In this way the whole “spectrum of conceivable frames that are 

relevant for the topic under scrutiny is identified” (Van Gorp, 2010, p. 91). It is advised 

that while looking for frames using this approach it is best to avoid the literature, so as 

not to influence, and hence maintain an open mind, to better identify possible frames 

within the text (Van Gorp, 2010). When recording a frame an index describing, 

including examples of, the frame is constructed; this is the frame package. Naming the 

frame packages is indeed useful, and all previous studies have done so; but, as Van Gorp 

(2010) notes, the act in naming the frame package in itself can be considered as a subtle 

act of framing, potentially another way in which bias is introduced to the analysis.
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Deductive

A deductive approach involves the analysis using a predetermined set of frames, 

from which their prevalence in all the articles analysed is determined (Semetko & 

Valkenburg, 2000). According to Van Gorp (2010), this method of content analysis is 

the most commonly used in framing research. These predetermined frames are normally 

chosen from similar studies covered in the literature, or at least are supported by these 

(Matthes & Kohring, 2008). A preliminary analysis of a small number of articles in the 

interest area of the study may be carried out in order to determine frames used, often 

used in conjunction with, (or with adaptations from), frames used in other studies in the 

literature. To this end, a small inductive phase can be carried out to help determine 

frames analysed in the main deductive analysis (Van Gorp, 2010). It must be noted that 

in effect of only using predetermined frames, it is highly likely that other frames that are 

also present will be missed out of the study all together, hence reducing validity.

Limitations of inductive and deductive

The inductive approach of the content analysis tends to be more subjective in 

nature than the deductive approach. Accordingly, it can be said that the inductive 

approach provides more validity to the analysis than the deductive approach. On the 

other hand, the deductive approach provides more reliability than the inductive 

approach, as having predetermined frames holds for a higher degree of repeatability. 

Limitations to the deductive approach include not all frames being identified, and the 

necessity of first having to gain a solid idea as to the kinds of frames likely to be present 

in the articles of interest (Semetko & Valkenburg, 2000). This means that frames that 

are not pre-defined or considered important enough to include, are excluded from the 

analysis. Even so, the deductive approach is far easier to replicate, and better equipped 

to analyse larger samples than the inductive approach, leading to this approach being 

more effective and reliable in determining differences within the media (Semetko & 

Valkenburg, 2000). While the inductive approach may be more subjective, it does take 

into account the smaller, more subtle frames. A common concluding factor then is to use 

a combination of both the inductive and deductive approaches when carrying out a 

framing content analysis. To this effect the deductive analysis would be carried out 
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following an inductive analysis, which, in accordance to Van Gorp (2010), should in 

theory reduce the subjectivity that is introduced via the inductive analysis. However, 

undertaking both an inductive and deductive approach in a framing content analysis is 

not always feasible given limitations, such as time constraints, and so depends on the 

study itself.

Evaluating reliability and validity

Van Gorp (2010) outlines three useful ways in which a frame package can be 

evaluated in terms of indicators for overall reliability and validity. The first is the 

“thickness of the frame description” (Van Gorp, 2010, p. 97). What is meant by this is 

the extent of detail to which the index describes the frame can be a determinant of how 

dominant the frame is in the media, reflecting on both reliability and validity (Van Gorp, 

2010). The “degree of abstraction” and the “applicability of a frame to define other 

issues” (Van Gorp, 2010, p. 97), are listed separately as the other two ways in which a 

frame package can be evaluated. These two points interrelate and would be better 

combined; because for a frame to be a good frame, it must be neutral and thus be able to 

be used for all sides of an argument, as well as being able to be used in unrelated 

subjects (Nisbet, 2010). This means that a frame has to be sufficiently abstract. 

Therefore the “degree of abstraction” reflects directly on the “applicability of a frame to 

define other issues”.

Chosen approach

Considering both the benefits and limitations of these two approaches, (the 

critical discourse analysis and the content analysis), a content analysis was chosen as the 

best fit for conducting this research. This decision was based on the quantitative aspects 

of the deductive approach, allowing for the most reliable and effective way in which to 

determine differences within the media, in this case between scientists and journalists. 
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Within the content analysis approach elements of both the inductive method and 

deductive method were used. For this study only an inductive or deductive method 

would not have produced as an effective analysis. This was because of the limitation of 

not having many previous studies that could be directly related to this study, from which 

to build a solid and valid frame matrix. Therefore the inductive approach was needed in 

order to determine the frame matrix. The deductive approach was also necessary in this 

study, in order to effectively analyse differences in frames used between scientists and 

journalists; the question this thesis is exploring. Time limitations for this thesis means 

that in order to use both approaches for a content analysis, elements of each were 

combined into one analysis, instead of the perhaps more ideal separate analyses for 

both. In gathering the data and identifying frames an inductive approach was used. The 

benefit of using the inductive approach in gathering data is that it encompasses a 

qualitative component; enabling a fair comparison between journalists and scientists as 

media writers, as all frames will be identified. The deductive component will be 

incorporated in the analysis of the study in order to provide a systematic/quantitative 

component in addition to the qualitative component for gathering data. The deductive 

component will increase the reliability of the study, than say if only an inductive 

approach was conducted. Therefore, with the quantitative deductive aspect there are 

more benefits in using a content analysis, as opposed to a CDA, which has a higher 

emphasis on being qualitative. 
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CHAPTER THREE – METHODS

Study groups

For the purpose of this study, the two groups of main interest are referred to as 

journalists and scientists. Journalists refer to those with backgrounds in either 

journalism or areas unrelated to science. Scientists refer to those with either a 

background in a science related field or who have had extensive experience in writing 

about science – for example, have won awards for their science and environmental 

writing, or have written numerous books in this field.

The focus of this study was on the differences between the use of frames 

between journalists and scientists writing for the general public. For this reason the 

source for samples used were newspapers, as these are targeted at a very generalised 

audience as opposed to a source such as magazines, which have more specific audiences 

and therefore would have introduced certain bias to the data. Sample articles were 

collected from five main newspapers printed in New Zealand, covering a broad range 

over the country: The New Zealand Herald (Auckland & NZ wide); Dominion Post 

(Wellington); The Press (Christchurch/Canterbury); Waikato Times (Waikato); and the 

Otago Daily Times (Otago). Articles were found from these sources primarily using the 

electronic database Factiva. The samples for the journalists were taken from over the 

span of a year, between the dates 1st June 2013 - 1st June 2014. To gain the needed 

quantity, the samples for the scientists were extended over a longer span, between the 

dates 28th March 2012 - 4th July 2014. To determine whether an author was to be 

grouped as a scientist or a journalist the professional networking website LinkedIn was 

primarily used, in addition to author profiles on newspaper websites, and author 

information and related links from Factiva.
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Sample Parameters

The sample size numbers were kept approximately the same for each group, 

because it is the differences in frames used between the two groups, not the relative 

numbers of articles written by each, that this study is looking at. Hence it must be 

acknowledged that the proportion size in this study between journalists and scientists is 

not representative of the actual distribution. It is how the stories are written that is of 

interest. As previously mentioned there have already been a number of studies carried 

out on the salience of environmental issues (see Griffin, 1989; Shanahan et al., 1997; 

Suhonen, 1993), of which from their results it is suggested that salience is perhaps 

secondary to how the issues are portrayed themselves, such as in framing.

In past framing studies there are large variations as to how sample sizes were 

chosen. This is not overly surprising considering the vast array of subjects across 

numerous disciplines that framing research covers. These range from covering all 

articles within a particular source; on a particular subject; over a particular time period; 

to randomly picked sample sizes (see: Brossard et al., 2004; Matthes & Kohring, 2008; 

McComas & Shanahan, 1999; Olausson, 2009). For this study a predetermined number 

of articles from within a predetermined time period was used to find the sample. A total 

of 100 articles were analysed for frames (for references to articles see Appendix 1). Of 

these, 51 were under the classification of journalists and 49 under the classification of 

scientists. Within these two classifications the articles were further divided into five 

subjects within the parameter of conservation in New Zealand, as outlined in Table 1 

(for a break down of sample sizes for each subject see Table 9 in Appendix 2). This was 

to increase reliability, due to the vast diversity of subjects within conservation itself. 

Ideally, due to the subjective aspects of this study, the sample size would have been 

larger, but this was not feasible due to the time constraints for this study.
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Table 1: Conservation subjects analysed

Biodiversity To do with the preservation of native animals, including 
breeding programs, protection, and advocacy. Note: this group 
excludes pest control as part of protection, as this is covered 
extensively in the Pest group.

Climate Change Effects due to climate change; from global warming and 
greenhouse gases, to anthropomorphic effects.

Environmental Quality Focuses mainly on water and air quality, in terms of pollution 
and detrimental effects, and efforts to address these issues. 
Note: land quality is looked at only when it is in relation to 
surrounding water quality. 

Mining Covering all aspects of all types of mining. Ranging from coal 
mining, to seabed trenching. Includes the preliminary 
surveying for potential mining sites.

Pests The control of pests, including both plants and animals in all 
environments, including aquatic environments. A pest is 
classified as being an introduced species that threatens wildlife 
in some way.

Since an inductive approach was taken to identify frames, no frame matrix was 

constructed beforehand, so no predetermined frames were in mind at the beginning of 

the analysis. All frames were identified throughout the analysis. Descriptions, trigger-

words and quotes were recorded, from which frames were identified. The frames that 

were identified are specified in the frame matrix in Table 2. This matrix was constructed 

after all articles were analysed for frames, to provide clear context of the frames 

identified. Articles were read through a maximum of two times. The reasoning behind 

this was that the more in-depth an article is analysed, the more abstract frames could 

potentially be pulled out due to increased familiarity with the article, and from this an 

increased tendency to read between the lines. These potential abstract frames were to be 

avoided for the simple reason that such frames are more than likely not to be picked up 

by the general audience, as it is expected that they themselves would usually only read 

an article once through. It is the frames that are most likely to be picked up by the 

general reader (consciously or subconsciously) that are going to have an effect, or could 

potentially have an effect, on that person. Therefore these are the frames that are of 

interest.
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Table 2: Frame matrix

Frame Frame Description  Trigger-words/Examples
Scientific 
Authority

Substantial references to people and/or institutes of research. 
Quoted and/or mentioned as stating the information given. Often 
used for the purpose of backing or adding credibility to an 
argument or point.

‘Scientists from...’; ‘agricultural consultant’; 
‘conservation advisor’; ‘professor of...’; 
‘researchers’; ‘published journal of...’; experts; 
universities; research institutions 

Controversy Disagreement between different positions in an issue or argument. 
Can include conflicting argument, as in statements and backing 
arguments cannot possibly exist together. Information presented 
from differing sides may not agree. Includes conflicts.

Anti-; disagreement; contradicting ideas; 
criticism; scepticism; ‘divided’; ‘against’; 
opposition; challengers; protests; debate; 
controversial; questioned; ‘outrage’

Dilemma Problem that is difficult to resolve. Includes consequences, 
including those that are foreseeable, and may not be preventable. 
Also includes “loss-of-control”, in that not many or no options are 
available or feasible. May be seen as an “out-of-our-control” 
situation.

Pending threat; raising concerns; ‘nuisance’; 
potential problem; serious threat; ‘warning’; 
‘unwanted’; ‘little support’; consequences; 
‘demise’; ‘too late’; ‘helpless’; ‘hurdles’; 
‘disappearance’; ‘failed’; risk; ‘damage’; problem 
getting worse; ‘affected by...’; ‘unsafe’; ‘impact 
on...’; ‘urgent action needed’; excuses 

Economic Focus on monetary value in relation to general and/or the country’s 
economy. Includes references to stakeholders, shares etc. Can be 
either good or negative impacts. 

Costs; economy; monetary values; budget; job 
outlooks; estimated revenue; ‘stock exchangers’; 
investment; ‘trading shares’; ‘capitalisation’; ‘tax 
payer-funded’; ‘government funding’; profit; 
loss; finance



Human-Interest Appeal to public emotion. Can include a focus on an individual’s 
story, often with an inspirational and/or a “feel-good” angle. This 
focus could be on human or non-human individuals (such as an 
individual animal). Often wording used is more descriptive. Can 
have a “storytelling” feel to it.

Focus on a named person or group of people; 
focus on named animal, e.g Sirocco the kakapo; 
‘imagine’, e.g putting yourself in another’s 
described situation; motivating interest and/or 
change in people/readers; first person narrative; 
‘get ready to be amazed’; relating to reader, 
‘us/our/we’; directly has effect on reader

Political Concerned with policy or governance. The law is involved in some 
way. Could be an external force as is used to come to a decision 
between debating parties. Also used to approve or reject proposals 
and take submissions from opposing parties to court.

Negotiations; ‘signed document’; submissions, 
legislation; ‘seeking consent’; appeal; ‘Bill 
passed’; ‘MP has questioned...’; government; 
‘Kyoto protocol’; ‘lobbying’; ‘internationally 
agreed’; ‘environment minister’

Science In terms of the science behind a concept/issue. Including 
explanations on how something or some process works in relation 
to science. 

‘direct correlation’; ‘indirect impact’; general 
science explanations; how a technology works; 
information; facts; ‘genetic studies’; science tests; 
monitoring; ‘...caused by...’;  research explained; 
analysis; trends



Degree of Presence/Dominance Factor

Along with recording the frames identified in each article, the degree of presence 

was also recorded. The method used to record the degree of presence was based on the 

coding system first developed by McComas & Shanahan (1999), of which adaptations 

were constructed in the studies carried out by Semetko & Valhenburg (2000), Brossard 

et al. (2004), and Kenix (2008). Frames present in an article, but not dominant, were 

recorded as (1); if a frame appeared to be highly present or dominant within the article it 

was recorded as (2). In these previous studies most often these codes were referred to as 

(1) = “present” (Brossard et al., 2004; Kenix, 2008; McComas & Shanahan, 1999; 

Semetko & Valhenburg, 2000), or “theme is present but secondary” (Kenix, 2008; 

McComas & Shanahan, 1999); and (2) = “outstanding focus or appearing in the lead” 

(Brossard et al., 2004; Kenix, 2008; McComas & Shanahan, 1999), or “theme is 

primary story focus” (Kenix, 2008; McComas & Shanahan, 1999). These terms are 

unnecessarily long, and could at times present potential confusion; such as when 

referring to a frame as simply being present regardless of its degree of presence, could 

instead be taken as ‘present’ meaning ‘theme is present but secondary’. Degree of 

presence can also be referred to as dominance; hence for this study the terms given to 

these codes were simplified to non-dominant (1), and dominant (2). This also gave 

leeway to refer to frames as simply being ‘present’ when referring to the frame overall, 

regardless of its degree of presence.

There is a degree of subjectivity in determining dominance. In effort to make 

this as reliable as possible the following set of rules were used when determining 

dominance. A frame was regarded as dominant if it was present in a large proportion of 

paragraphs, and/or if it was highly present in the beginning paragraphs and/or the title of 

the article. A frame does not always have to be present in the majority of paragraphs. 

The beginning of an article sets the theme and overall mindset for the reader for the rest 

of the article, and so a frame may be considered dominant if it was strong in the title and 

the introductory paragraphs. This consequently introduces subjectivity in determining if 

a frame is dominant or not. It would seem logical to be objective and just determine 

dominance by proportion of paragraphs containing the frame, but this would induce bias 
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by not acknowledging that the frame may also be dominant if highly present at the 

beginning of the article. The purpose of separating out the more dominant frames from 

the less dominant, but still present, gives a better idea of the overall picture of frames 

within the context of the subject. It takes into account some extent of the degree of the 

use of frames, as in an article one frame may be significantly more prevalent than a 

second, therefore this difference in weighting should be taken into account.

 

Analysis

The results were analysed to show the frequency of frames used, deviating from 

using the actual numerical values of the non-dominant (1) and dominant (2) coding, as 

how McComas & Shanahan (1999) initially developed the system to work. This 

decision was made during the working analysis of the data because it would produce a 

more meaningful result, as can be interpreted with greater ease by those unfamiliar with 

the field of study in addition to those who are. This is in an effort to make this study as 

accessible as possible, as the data presented percentage-wise holds more familiarity to a 

wider audience and is more easily visualised, than if the results were presented by using 

a dominance-factor. By thinking of frames by percent present, rather than as a 

dominance-factor, they can be thought of as the probability of a frame being present in a 

given article. This dominance-factor in any case is only used in some cases within the 

field of framing. 

Using a dominance factor whereby the more dominant frames are given a higher 

value also adds a degree of error into the data, as the dominance of frames can in some 

cases be up to the interpretation of the encoder, as well as the frames interpreted as 

being present. This can be controlled to some extent if at least two encoders are used 

and interpretations compared. There will still be some differences between encoders of 

different studies, but this is unavoidable in framing analyses, and it simply must be 

acknowledged as a part of qualitative analysis. The dominant and non-dominant were 

still acknowledged by separating them, but their values were kept consistent (as in both 

represented by 1 as being present, regardless of being more or less dominant, and no 
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frame present by 0). To differentiate between the two, the results were presented in a 

stacked bar graph, with the dominant values at the base and the non-dominant values 

stacked above each for the scientists and journalists. Chi-squared tests were used to test 

for statistical difference between frames used between the two groups, the scientists and 

the journalists. The chi-squared test was chosen because the results were presented in 

frequency of frames, and so was deemed the best statistical test to analyse the 

differences between the two groups (for another framing content analysis study using 

the chi-squared test to analyse differences in frequencies between groups see: Johnson 

et al. 2011). 

It should be noted that more than one frame may be present in one article, 

including more than one frame may be dominant, contrary to what some may argue that 

an article may only have one dominant frame. It is unclear in the methods of other 

studies using this type of coding system if only one frame may be dominant in a single 

article; such as in McComas & Shanahan’s (1999) paper in which a dominant frame is 

described as being the “primary story focus”, suggesting that it could be meant as 

having only one in an article. However, it was not stated clearly if this was actually 

meant to be the case or not. In the case of the study in this thesis, during sampling it 

became obvious that having only one dominant frame could not always be the case. 
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CHAPTER FOUR – RESULTS

The results were presented as frequencies in which the frames were used in the 

articles analysed, hence the results shown account for the slight difference that occurred 

in sample size between the two groups. The results can then easily be interpreted as the 

percent chance that a given article will have included the frame of interest. 

There were a number of cases where two frames were prominent, and it could 

not be fairly differentiated between the two which was more dominant. One frame may 

have been utilised in such a way that it was only slightly more dominant than another, 

but not by so much that the other would have been represented inaccurately in the 

results if it had been classed as non-dominant. There were never more than two 

dominant frames in one article, but there could be a higher number of non-dominant 

frames. Also, there were a few cases where no dominant frames were present within an 

article.

 Out of these scientist written articles there were considerably less different 

authors than in the journalist group. Of the 49 articles analysed for the scientist group 

there were only 12 different authors, of which 7 contributed to only 1 article. Over half 

of the scientists’ articles were covered by only two authors, contributing 17 and 12 

articles respectively. For the journalist group out of the 51 articles analysed there were 

31 different authors. The highest contributors for this group contributed 7 and 5 articles 

each (see Table 9 in Appendix 2). 
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Under the conservation theme of pests, for journalists the highest frame present 

was science, at 64% present, compared to scientists where this frame was only 38% 

present (Figure 1). Although when looking at the dominance use of the science frame it 

was only dominant in 9% of the journalist articles, compared to 13% in the scientist 

articles. This frame’s non-dominant presence was 55% in journalist articles, while only 

25% present in scientist written articles. The political frame was not present in any of 

the articles about pests, for both journalists and scientists. Dilemma was the most 

common frame used by scientists, and the most common dominant frame present for 

both scientists and journalists. This was at a frequency of 36% dominance as used by 

journalists, with an overall 45% presence; and 38% dominance as used by scientists, 

with an overall of 63%. Human-interest was only used as dominant frames for both 

journalists, 19%, and scientists, 13%.

Figure 1: Percent of frames present in pests theme, between scientists and journalists. 

(n = 19)
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For the subject of mining there were no scientific authority or science frames 

present in either the journalist or scientist written articles (Figure 2). For scientists there 

were also no human-interest frames present. The highest frequency of frames present 

for both journalists, 90%, and scientists, 86%, was that of controversy. This frame was 

also the most dominant one used for both groups, at 70% dominantly present for 

journalists, and 43% dominantly present for scientists. The dilemma frame was only 

used as a dominant frame in both groups, 10% for journalists, and 29% for scientists. 

Only journalists used the human-interest as a frame, at 10% dominantly present. 

However, it should be noted that only ten articles were analysed in this category for 

journalists, therefore this equates representing only one article.

Figure 2: Percent of frames present in mining theme, between scientists and journalists.

(n = 17)
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Under the theme biodiversity there were no journalist articles with the frames 

scientific authority or controversy (Figure 3). For the scientist articles these frames were 

present at a frequency of 18% and 27% respectively. For journalists the most commonly 

used frame was dilemma, at 70% present overall and 40% dominantly used. While for 

scientists the dilemma frame only had an overall presence of 18%, equal in use for both 

dominant and non-dominant. The most commonly used frame for scientists was science 

itself at 55%, with 36% dominant, and 19% non-dominant. Use of the human-interest 

frame was higher for scientists than for journalists, at 45% present for scientists and 

only 20% for journalists. The political frame was low for both groups, 10% for 

journalists and 9% for scientists.

Figure 3: Percent of frames present in biodiversity theme, between scientists and 

journalists. (n = 21)
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For climate change the most commonly used frame for journalists was the 

dilemma frame, at a 70% presence overall, broken into 50% dominant, and 20% non-

dominant (Figure 4). For scientists this frame was only used dominantly at a 50% 

frequency, the same dominance as the journalists. The most commonly used frame for 

scientists was science at a 67% presence, with 25% dominant and 42% non-dominant. 

Journalists on the other hand only used the science frame non-dominantly, at 30%. 

Controversy was not used as a frame at all by scientists, and only had a 20% non-

dominant presence for journalists. The political frame only had a 10% presence for 

journalists, and a 25% presence for scientists. The economic frame had a higher percent 

present for the journalists, at 40%, than for the scientists, at 25%; with an even split of 

20% for both dominant and non-dominant use by journalists, and no dominant, only 

non-dominant presence for the scientist group.

Figure 4: Percent of frames present in climate change theme, between scientists and 

journalists. (n = 22)
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The most dominant frame for both journalists and scientists for environmental 

quality was dilemma, with an 80% presence for journalists and 91% for scientists 

(Figure 5). For journalists this presence was all dominant, while for scientists 82% was 

dominant and 9% non-dominant. None of the frames scientific authority, controversy, 

economic, or political, were used by journalists in the sample articles; while for 

scientists these were all low, and all apart from controversy were non-dominant. 

Controversy used as a frame by scientists had a frequency of 18%, of which 9% was 

dominantly present and the other 9% non-dominant. The science frame was the next 

highest, with a 60% presence for journalists, and 36% for scientists. All 60% of this 

frames presence as used by journalists was non-dominant, while for scientists 27% was 

non-dominant and 9% dominant.

Figure 5: Percent of frames present in environmental quality theme, between scientists 

and journalists. (n = 21)
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Overall

The overall picture of the accumulated results, from all five conservation 

subjects, shows that there does not appear to be a significant difference in framing 

practices between the two groups of interest, the scientists and journalists (Figure 6 & 

Table 3). It can be seen in Figure 6 that the frequency of use of each of the different 

frames follow the same trend for both scientists and journalists. A chi-squared test 

(Table 3) was carried out in order to test for the significance of the difference in 

frequency of frames used between the scientists and the journalists. The p-values for 

these differences were all greater than 0.1, therefore the null hypothesis that there is no 

difference between the use of frames by scientists and journalists cannot be rejected. 

For the overall frequency of frames, the dilemma frame was most commonly 

used, at 55% for journalists and 51% for scientists, of which for both groups the 

majority was made up of frames used dominantly (Figure 6). These dominant presences 

were 43% for both journalists and scientists, leaving non-dominant frames for 

journalists at 12%, and for scientists at 8%. Science, controversy, and economic were 

the next most common frames, with science slightly higher than the others at 31% for 

journalists and 43% for scientists. This can be broken down into dominant frame use by 

journalists at 2% and non-dominant at 29%; compared to scientists where the science 

frames dominant presence was 18% and non-dominant presence was 24% (for a chi-

squared test of only dominant frames see Table 5). Controversy and economic only had 

slight differences in frequencies, at 29% and 31% respectively for journalists, and 29% 

and 18% for scientists. The least common frame was that of politics, at only 6% for 

journalists and 12% for scientists.
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Figure 6: Percent of frames present accumulative in all five conservation themes, 

between scientists and journalists. (n = 100)

Table 3: Chi-squared test for frame frequency in all conservation articles 

         Note: Degrees of freedom for all chi-squared analyses were 1, except ** where df = 6; *p > 0.1

     (For table showing x2 tests see Table 6 in Appendix 2)
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The frames exhibiting similar aspects were further combined into a group of just 

four frames; controversy, incorporating the frames controversy, dilemma, and political; 

economic; science; and other, consisting of human-interest, and scientific authority 

(Figure 7). Even with the larger sample sizes for two of the frames, the results of the 

chi-squared test (Table 4) still showed no significant difference between the scientists 

and journalists use of framing. They stayed consistent with the original frame 

groupings, all with p-values above 0.1. 

Figure 7: Percent of compressed frames present accumulative in all five conservation 

themes, between scientists and journalists. (n = 100)

  Table 4: Chi-squared test for compressed frame frequency in all conservation articles 

         Note: Degrees of freedom for all chi-squared analyses were 1, except ** where df = 3; *p > 0.1

     (For table showing x2 tests see Table 7 in Appendix 2)
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Taking out the non-dominant frame data points, a chi-squared test was carried 

out to look for differences in dominant frame use between journalists and scientists for 

the compressed frames (Table 5). Controversy, economic, and other, all showed no 

significant differences between journalists and scientists with p-values above 0.1. But 

for the science frame the p-value was less than 0.05, suggesting there is a significant 

difference between dominant frame use of science between journalists and scientists. 

The overall use of dominant frames also had a p-value less than 0.05, indicating that 

there is a difference between how journalists and scientists use dominant frames, 

however this was most likely affected by the science frame, as no other frame by 

themselves showed significant difference between the two.

  Table 5: Chi-squared test for compressed dominant frame frequency in all conservation 

articles

Note: Degrees of freedom for all chi-squared analyses were 1, except ** where df = 3; *p > 0.1; 

     ***p < 0.05;  (For table showing x2 tests see Table 8 in Appendix 2)
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Science 1 (2.0%) 9 (18.4%) 6.7267***
Other 8 (15.7%) 10 (20.4%) 0.3096*

Overall** 9.6599***
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CHAPTER FIVE – DISCUSSION

It is interesting that overall the data suggests that journalists and scientists use 

frames to the same extent, with no significant difference between the scientists and 

journalists preferring to use different frames. The extent of the type of frame used 

appears to depend on the subject within conservation itself. Within conservation there 

are many stories focused on issues that affect, or may affect, the public, as these tend to 

invite strong opinions, emotion, and interest in the public. But stories of interest do not 

necessarily have to invoke such potentially heated reactions in the public (such as the 

controversy, dilemma, and political frames). Feel-good stories, such as saving a species 

from the brink of extinction, stories of chicks being hatched in breeding programs, or 

stories on a person’s mission to protect the wildlife, fuelled by their love for the natural 

world (the human-interest frame), all provide inspiration and motivation, invoking 

public interest. The purpose of this study was to look at the differences between 

scientists and journalists and their use of frames. In the results there does appear to be a 

trend in which frames tend to be more commonly used in articles about conservation in 

general newspapers, however this will not be in the main focus of this discussion due to 

the aims for this thesis. This would be something of interest to look into in future 

studies.

The results from the chi-squared test implied that there was no significant 

difference between the way in which both groups used framing. The frames were further 

compressed in order to increase reliability. Nonetheless using combined frames to 

increase sample sizes did not affect the lack of a statistical difference between scientists 

and journalists. These same trends in framing usage by both scientists and journalists 

could be explained by the nature of journalism itself. While the scientists can be 

assumed to approach their stories in a more scientific manner than journalists, it must be 

remembered that in this case they are writing for general newspapers, and thus in the 

realm of journalism. Therefore, at the end of the day in order to be published the 

scientists must also adhere to the basic journalism ‘rules’ per se. These ‘rules’ are 
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essentially aspects that are considered to be news values. News values are those aspects 

that make an event or happening deemed newsworthy (Johnson-Cartee, 2005; Palmer, 

2000; Price et al., 1997). Some examples of news values include: drama, proximity 

(both cultural and geographical), actions of the elite, negativity, conflict, timeliness, 

novelty, prominence and personification (Johnson-Cartee, 2005; Palmer, 2000). In 

relation to scientists and journalists, a scientist may hold these values in a different 

order of importance than a journalist, with a scientist holding details and importance of 

the science in the article higher, and a journalist holding the drama and potential 

consequences higher. Although in the end their dispositions are essentially the same in 

effect. With regards to journalists’ consideration of news values varying across news 

agencies, their dispositions are still very much the same; as stories published across 

agencies are often very similar, in terms of the stories covered, and the way in which the 

stories are framed (Johnson-Cartee, 2005). Thus news values can be thought of as a 

loose set of ‘rules’ in the journalism arena, of which one must follow if one wishes to be 

published and catch the attention of the audience. This is regardless as to the 

background of the author, such as the scientists in this study. 

It is logical then to acknowledge the role editors play in journalism. Editors will 

will either change parts of what is written if the article does not fit enough of the news 

values, or only select articles exhibiting higher news values, thus discarding ones that 

do not (Price et al., 1997). For example, if there is too much science that is deemed a 

general audience will not understand, or will not find interesting, then it will be made 

simpler and cut down. This means the articles analysed in this study themselves must be 

questioned as to what changes an editor may have made. This would be interesting to 

explore, as it would add further understanding to the discipline of writing science for the 

lay public; but this is a study within itself, and so outside the scope of this thesis. 

The results of this study also show that the science frame appears to be used 

more often as a non-dominant frame, rather than a dominant frame, overall. This paired 

with the data also showing that this frame was used dominantly more frequently by 

scientists than by journalists, suggests that editors and news values are constricting the 

science in the articles. The science frame was the only frame that when used 
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dominantly, showed a difference between scientists and journalists. Over all, the chi-

squared results indicated that there was a difference in dominant frame use between the 

two groups, however this value is likely to be highly influenced by the science frame, as 

this was the only frame that showed a difference when used dominantly. Further data is 

needed to conclude whether there is indeed an overall difference in dominant frame use 

between scientists and journalists. 

The dilemma frame was the most common frame used by both scientists and 

journalists, and it appeared to be the most common frame to be used dominantly. The 

controversy frame was the next most commonly used frame. When considering the 

news values associated with journalism these results are not surprising, as these frames 

both comprise high news value. By always incorporating the same set of news values 

raises them as a contributor of bias within the field of journalism itself; such bias of 

which no doubt would also inadvertently affect scientists writing under the constraints 

of journalism. It could be said that such bias is to some degree inevitable, as it has to be 

remembered that news journalism is a business, and to gain a profit they need to tailor 

and choose news stories that will be of interest to their consumers. Therefore, it could 

be said that news values, (and editors), are a dominant influencing factor in writing 

articles for the public; giving some explanation as to why the results in this study 

suggest that scientists and journalists follow the same trend in framing their articles.

A major limitation of this study was the pseudo-replication caused by the large 

number of articles by the same authors in the scientists group. This is a problem as it 

means the samples in the group are not entirely independent of one another. The smaller 

range of authors in the scientists group is going to add an error of bias to the data, as 

different authors all have varying writing styles; meaning that each individual could 

very well prefer using certain frames over others, potentially skewing the results. 

Another limitation of this study to take into consideration was that the sample size was 

smaller than what would have been ideal, due to time restrictions. Because of these 

factors, especially the pseudo-replication, further studies should be carried out before 

definitely stating that there is not a difference between how scientists use frames and 

how journalists use frames. 
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The definition of what makes a ‘scientist’ should really be considered too. For 

this study the attributes to group a person as a scientist were simply those who had a 

degree in a science subject, or someone who had been working ostensibly in a field 

related to science, including science communication. A few classified under scientist 

also had a certificate in journalism, and a few of the scientists at the time of the study 

were working solely in the field of journalism. It was assumed that those classified 

under the scientist group were keeping in mind their background and knowledge in 

science while writing as journalists.

The reasons and use of this study of frames within the general media on 

conservation issues is to gain deeper understanding, and thus knowledge that can be 

used to improve the way in which conservation issues are reported to the public. The 

science of conservation is relative both currently and when looking to the future, for 

maintaining the quality our environment not only for ourselves, but also for future 

generations. The public are being presented with countless sources of information 

regarding issues such as climate change, pollution, and the loss of biodiversity. 

Therefore the communication of such issues is important to understand, because to 

address many of these issues the public need to get on board, the scientists cannot do it 

alone. Such understanding can lead us to coming up with more effective ways in which 

to communicate accurate information, conveyed in a way that is easily understood by 

general audiences. The benefit of increasing understanding in general audiences is that 

they can make better-informed decisions for themselves. A key in doing so could lie in 

eliminating, or at least reducing, bias in the media. Framing is an important component 

in understanding how information is being portrayed, and if used carefully in the right 

way, can help with increasing general interest in conservation issues; of which interest 

can stem from understanding. 
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Conclusion

In conclusion, this study suggests that there are no differences in the way in 

which scientists use framing compared to journalists when writing for the general 

public, with the exception that scientists are more inclined to use science as a dominant 

frame. However the study sample was small, and there were a number of limiting 

factors, so the results of this study cannot be said to be conclusive, and should be 

thought of as a pilot study for further, more in-depth investigations. In analysing the 

data, a number of considerations became apparent, such as possible bias effects imposed 

by systems in the journalism industry. This study raises further questions, suggesting the 

need to conduct further studies – and not just in the realm of framing – in order to a gain 

better understanding of the differences between scientists and journalists in 

communicating science to the general public.
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LINKING THE ACADEMIC AND CREATIVE

The academic component of this thesis compared the way scientists framed 

articles written for a general audience to those written by journalists, the context in 

which this was carried out was within conservation, a subject that is of high interest in 

New Zealand. The creative also focuses on conservation, but explores the history of it in 

New Zealand, from the first settlers, to the beginnings of conservation, to where the 

country stands today. 

While many articles in the general media largely use controversy frames, the 

creative component of this thesis was framed to have a higher human-interest frame, 

and to keep the controversy and related frames to a minimum. The reason for this was to 

evoke empathy and create a connection between the reader and native New Zealand, 

rather than to influence heated emotions, which can in effect cause an opposite effect. 

The story aims to show the benefits of biodiversity in New Zealand, and the negative 

things that are occurring in the country due to introduced predators, but without laying 

blame at any point. In the Land’s voice instead of being angry, although the voice does 

express sadness, the end-half builds its focus on the positive changes that are being 

made in the hope for New Zealand’s future. The main point is that the Land always 

finds something to pin its hopes on and never gives up on it, even in the darkest times. 

The theory behind having this view-point is to bring across the message that there is 

always something that can be done no matter how hopeless the situation may seem, as 

well as keeping frames that evoke anger out of the story.

To effectively achieve the desired emotion to connect the reader to the Land 

while still maintaining a high degree of science communication, this creative non-fiction 

story was written in two different voices. One, the Land’s voice, was written in a first 

person perspective of the land of New Zealand itself. In effect, this brought to the story 

a higher degree of emotion and intimacy than the other third person voice could have 

achieved. The second voice was more typical of a non-fiction writing style. This voice 
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was used in conjunction with the first, because the voice of the Land would not have 

been able to bring across and explain key science concepts while at the same time 

staying authentic to itself. 
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They Came From Across the Sea:How Humans Changed the Fate of New Zealand
New Zealand is a country you fall in love with, it’s not somewhere just to live. Getting out and exploring the country’s wilderness kindles a sense of wonder for the natural world. Its vastly diverse landscape and dramatically changing bipolar climate provides people with a sense of adventure. Wander into the heart of New Zealand and a fire will ignite in the imagination of even the most stone-hearted. Another place, another time, or even another world, the Tolkien will awaken in you. And it was just that, this country, little more than two main islands, represented a place of new beginnings for many. Here the Polynesian settlers found an end to their arduous journey across the sea; the European settlers immigrated from their homeland on the far side of the world, many in hope of creating a better life with better fortunes in the new land. However good fortunes were just a fantasy. When the Europeans reached New Zealand after a gruelling voyage crammed in a small space with other families, living amidst plagues of seasickness and rising tensions, they were to discover that it was not a forgiving place. It took relentless toil fighting against the wildness to create a place to live. They laboured to clear forests and drain swamps; anything to convert the land into fertile soil to grow crops and graze livestock. But is it a human right to change the land, just because we can? No doubt for the first settlers at least, such changes they made to the land were simply in endeavour to survive there. The idea of nature conservation didn’t exist back then. It wasn’t foreseen how the changes they wrought would later affect the land’s integrity. Biodiversity was lost and entire ecosystems dramatically changed from what they originally were.
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This story will take you through the changing landscape of New Zealand and what it has meant to its native species. Through the eyes of the land itself, New Zealand, the story will paint the consequences these changes have caused; while an all-knowing narrator will give more specific details. Because we have caused so many changes and are now the dominant species of this country, it falls to us and our decisions to look after New Zealand – or let it fall to become a place of mass extinction, to become a place unrecognisable from its past. Here’s to the former, to preserve our country’s beauty for generations to come.
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The Old and the New
Once I was beautiful, magnificent to behold. But I was young, 

isolated and, although I didn’t know it yet, vulnerable. The sun rose, and a 

long white cloud slowly dissipated, revealing tall green canopies, rugged 

highlands, and mountains blanketed in pure white snow. The sun set, and 

stars shone down, lighting up the dark sky. The reflection of the moon 

distorted in the gentle rippling of lakes and rivers, and a serene calm settled 

as the diurnal creatures settled down for sleep, and the nocturnal crept out 

to hunt and scavenge under cover of night. Life was rhythmic, calm, and 

ordered; or so it was until that one day. The sky was a multitude of reds and 

orange, and was like any other dusk, when an odd object came from across 

the ocean. Floating out of the sinking sun it slowly, but steadily, grew larger. 

Silhouetted against a fiery red background it looked like some sort of 

misshapen insect. Strange appendages dipped in and out of the sea, pushing 

the vessel inevitably closer. Soon I could hear foreign shouts skimming 

across the water surface. With each shout the appendages, that I would 

later learn were called paddles, would dip down and pull against the briny 

ocean. Up, down; up and down tirelessly until the vessel eventually glided 

up onto the beach, scrapping its double-hull in a soft, unpleasant rasping. 

This is how it was when I first meet the humans.

When the Maori first stepped off the vessels they called waka and 

onto my shore, the first solid land they had probably seen for months, I took 

their shouts for joy. Land creatures surviving out at sea on mere wood they 

had crafted to stay afloat was something new to me. I had seen land animals 

swim, but to survive for who knows how long, far from any land was 

something incredible. They had stores of food in the craft with them, of 

which they offloaded onto my sandy shores. Baskets, or kete as they called 
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them, bulged with the sweet tubers of kumera, yams and taro. Two small 

mammals they brought as well. The smallest was a species of rat, known by 

them as kiore, and the larger was that of a small breed of dog, the kuri.

I was initially intrigued by these bare-skinned humans. At first they 

did not appear to be a threat. What harm could those scrawny creatures do? 

They didn’t have claws, or sharp teeth. Rather, their exposed bare skin made 

me initially see them as potentially vulnerable. However, I was soon proved 

wrong. I watched fascinated as they crafted things, using materials found in 

the natural world surrounding them. They made nets for catching fish out of 

flax fibres, sharpened stones to create fish hooks and spears for hunting. 

They tamed fire, something any other creature would ardently avoid, yet 

they utilised the potentially dangerous flames for their own benefits. 

Resourceful is how I’d describe them. In the natural order of things there are 

animals that must kill and eat other animals in order to survive, and so I 

didn’t give it a second thought when these humans hunted my animals. Yet I 

would soon learn that the harmlessness of this was about to change. 

It didn’t take long for these tribes of humans to grow in number, and 

soon they were taking increasing numbers of my native animals. Including 

my many animals that hadn’t before had to worry about predators. And so 

many, rather than running or flying away, would simply watch on curiously 

as a two-legged mammal would creep up on them. I began to see it as 

having no fairness, that the birds stood no chance at all against them. Fat 

wood pigeons, or kereru in Maori, were too tempting rocking ungainly in the 

tree branches. I had always thought it comical the way these chubby birds 

would crash land into the foliage of the tree tops. I looked on them fondly, 

as I did all my species. My fauna and flora were, and are, my heart. The 

heart of a land, defining my identity. The relentless hunting slowly, but 

surely, put a dent in my heart. Many of my animals’ carcasses had became 

highly prized by these humans. But the biggest prize of all was that of the 
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towering two-legged moa. These magnificent creatures spent their days 

roaming placidly through the forests, grazing on shrubs and other low lying 

vegetation. They were giants of the land. Legs thick as tree trunks 

supporting the heavy feathery mass of a bird. They may have made for a 

somewhat ungainly sight, but I felt a certain satisfaction in feeling their 

heavy footsteps cross my surface; massive taloned feet stepping 

calculatingly in search of good plants to eat. Like many of my creatures the 

moa had their own story, shaped from my, the land’s, unique make-up.
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Long, long ago, around eighty-five million years to try and give an actual date, New Zealand became separated from one of two mainlands, also known as supercontinents: Laurasia and Gondwana. It was from Gondwana that the continents of the southern hemisphere split, pulling apart to create Australia, Antarctica, and New Zealand, among others. Driven by deep tectonic forces the land slowly began to drift away. By fifty-five million years ago a two-thousand kilometre watery gap, known as the Tasman Sea, isolated the land from its nearest neighbour: Australia. New Zealand was far from representative of Gondwana. The only land mammals it carried were bats, which are not your typical mammals at that: their forelimbs had evolved into wings, a delicate membrane stretched between thin, elongated finger bones. Rather, New Zealand was once dominated by birds, reptiles, amphibians, insects, and of course thick bushy vegetation. The country was unique in that it had a distinct lack of mammalian predators. There were no lions or tigers, like what you’d find in Africa and India; no bears or wolves, unlike North America and Canada; no large snakes or deadly spiders, like its cousin Australia, or the distant Amazon. It was because of this that the moa experienced a phenomenon called island gigantism. Over the millions of years New Zealand has spent in isolation from its cousin lands, the ancestors of the moa evolved into a niche left vacant by large mammals. They were given the ecological space and time, spanning a course over thousands to millions of years, in which they adapted to best exploit this niche. They had no pressure in staying small to help themselves hide from predators, so through evolution they slowly grew big; the tallest species reached just over three and a half meters tall, and weighed a massive two hundred and thirty kilograms.Perhaps because New Zealand is such a small chunk of land in comparison to many others, by chance no large mammals were present at its separation. Or perhaps their numbers were too small to sustain a population; or maybe there was some sort of environmental factor that wiped out those present. Regardless, what is known for sure is that New Zealand was practically mammal-less, with the 
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exception of the bats and marine mammals, such as sea lions, seals and dolphins if you wish to include the likes.The original inhabitants of New Zealand, (before the arrival of any humans), had the long slow time between the land’s break-off from Gondwana, to where it’s settled today, in which to find balance and order with one another and their environment. So when new species are introduced into the environment dramatic changes may occur as this balance is knocked and a new balance must be found. Imagine a cup full of water, not quite to the brim. Add one or two stones, the water is disturbed and its level changes, but all stays within the cup. But when you add a larger number of stones the water level noticeably rises until it’s sloshing over the sides, and is being displaced outside the vessel. It could be seen that the water inside the cup is now at an imbalance with the newly introduced stones. This idea, termed displacement, can be viewed as a representation of species that were introduced into New Zealand with the arrival of humans; humans included with those species. Change too much too quickly and imbalance will inevitably occur. Small and unnoticeable at first, until the balance tips dramatically and there is a drastic change in species composition. The sad reality is such displacement can mean death, and in many cases leads to the extinction of a species.Many of New Zealand’s native species are specialists, meaning they have very specific niches and ultimately struggle to adapt to changes in their environment, which has contributed to many specie extinctions. The opposite of specialists, generalists, are much better at adapting to changes in their environments. They are able to exploit a range of resources, maybe not as well as specialists exploit their resources, but generalists essentially have more options they can turn to when there is a change that affects them. Many species introduced to New Zealand were generalists, so even though it was a new environment for them they quickly learned how to survive here, and soon made their presence well known to the original residents. Escapees from the captive kiore and kuri the Maori kept, primarily as a source of meat supplementing their hunting and gathering of birds, fish, and other sea creatures, also began to prey on the native animals.
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The Plight of New Zealand’s Birds
A reeling screech rebounded hollowly off the surrounds. In the 

distance what looked like an eagle was flying in my direction. I watched with 

held breath. The bird continued on its straight trajectory, growing bigger and 

bigger. The moa in front of me didn’t appear to be aware of its presence, too 

focused on stripping a flax plant in a patch open to the sky. Gliding overhead 

the massive wingspan blotted out the sun as it swooped past. All too fast, 

the gigantic Haast’s eagle sunk its curved talons into the unsuspecting 

hunched, brown back. Letting out a cry the moa panicked with the 

desperation only known to one in mortal danger. But despite the moa’s 

fierce attempts to fling the attacker off, the eagle only sunk its nine 

centimetre long claws deeper into the giant’s pelvis, its beak ripping into the 

base of its prey’s neck. With bright blood seeping out between feathers, 

dripping languidly to congeal on the long blades of grass below, the moa’s 

desperate efforts of escape became feeble. His legs collapsed from under his 

heavy body and he gently came to rest amidst the red tainted grass. 
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Despite the lack of mammals, there were a few predators in New Zealand before the first humans began arriving. The moa in particular had one massive airborne threat: the Haast’s eagle. You’d think such a gigantic bird as the moa, so big and heavy it cannot fly, having filled a niche in part due to the lack of predators, would lead a safe life. But the taking of this niche opened one for another. Haast’s eagle was a giant of the sky. A wingspan of up to three metres wide, to support its fifteen kilogram body in the air. The eagle evolved alongside the moa, and so in its evolution became big enough to be capable of taking down its much larger prey. Yet, it was not only the Haast’s eagle that was a danger to the moa. There are geological areas known as karst, or limestone country, scattered across New Zealand. Perhaps the most well-known of these would be Waitomo, in the King Country. This limestone was made millions of years ago, when that part of the land was still underwater. Dead marine creatures sank to the sea floor, and the weight of the deep blue ocean put pressure on the seabed grave, compressing the hundreds and thousands of skeletal and shell remains together to form a calcium-rich, solid sedimentary rock. Eventually the limestone rock emerged above the sea, with the rest of the land of New Zealand. When water comes into contact with carbon dioxide in the air it becomes slightly acidic; enough for water, such as rain, to slowly erode the limestone as it creeps its way down into the earth through cracks and gaps in the rock. Wondrous caverns, tunnels, and hollow networks hidden beneath the ground are formed. The water dripping into such caves leave behind traces of the eroded limestone in its wake, forming stalactites clinging to the ceiling, and stalagmites reaching up to their brothers above. It is resemblant of the caves growing their very own pointy teeth. Growing over thousands of years, some stalactite and stalagmite pairs would eventually meet, join, and together create massive columns. But why ponder on these spectacular limestone caves in relation to dangers to the moa? These caves form underground, covered with a top layer of soil. In places the caves underneath became extensive and the soil roofing above too thin. Many an unfortunate moa stumbled across such unstable ground. Their weight was too 
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massive and the crust of earth would collapse beneath them, sending the beasts plummeting to their final resting places. These collapses are aptly named sinkholes, or tomos in Maori.Much to the disappointment of many, the moa and Haast’s eagle are now both extinct. A bird twice as tall as a person, and an eagle that would have been capable of flying off with children in their clutches are indeed to be feared. Yet a curiosity awakens, wonder at what it would be like to stumble across one of these beasts in the bush. Would the ground vibrate as a moa walked nearby? Would fear clench your heart if the shadow of gigantic wings passed overhead? These questions will never be answered. When the Maori arrived they actively hunted the moa to extinction. With the moa being the Haast’s eagles’ primary food source, their decline left the eagles struggling to find enough prey to sustain themselves. Ultimately this lead to the Haast’s eagle soon following the moa into extinction. 
And so began the first of many species extinctions the country would face. Gone now are the bush wren and the laughing owl, gone are the greater short-tailed bats, the New Zealand quail, and the piopio. And gone are the huia, once the largest species of New Zealand’s wattlebirds. These birds had beautiful singing voices and a unique sexual dimorphism. Sexual dimorphism is when a marked difference occurs between the two genders of a species. This could be a difference in colouration, size, or a feature. In the case of the huia their beak shape and size were distinctly different between male and female. The male had a short, straight beak, very much a typical bird beak. The female’s beak, however, was long and curved in an arc. This made the huia once distinct in world, by having the most pronounced beak sexual dimorphism of all birds. Unfortunately through hunting, predation, and habitat destruction, the huia became extinct in the 20th century. Their skins were highly sought after by naturalist collectors, and their feathers by people to be used for decoration, largely on clothing items such as hats and cloaks. Huia tail feathers were dark with a thick white band lining the tip. 
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Only two of  New Zealand’s original seven species of wren still survive today. The story of how the Stephens Island wren fell to extinction is detained later, in the chapter Stephens Island Wren and the Lighthouse Keeper’s Cat. Despite the same name as birds elsewhere in the world, the New Zealand wren belongs to a completely different family. They were named wrens as they look very similar in appearance and behaviour to that of true wrens, however they are distinctively different genetically, evolving through a different lineage. Like many of the birds in this mammal-free country, four of the seven known species of wren ended up spending more time hopping around on the ground in search of insects to sate their appetites, resulting in these species becoming flightless. Unlike the kiwi, these wren were considered to still be in the process of loosing flight, despite having never been seen to fly. They still displayed distinct wings, compared to those of the well and truly flightless kiwi, who hide their tiny chicken-like wings tucked well under their thick plumage. With the arrival of the kiore, suddenly the ground dwelling wren found themselves being picked off at an alarming rate. Although the rats were small, the wrens were smaller, and had no lines of defence against the rats’ strong gnawing teeth. It is a sad story that of these seven species of New Zealand wren, only two still exist today: the rifleman and the rockwren. Both these wren still have flight, no doubt aiding them in so far evading extinction, however both, especially the rockwren, are considered to be poor flyers. While the situation of the rockwren is considered vulnerable, riflemen are still commonly seen throughout New Zealand in abundance. Riflemen, the smallest of all New Zealand’s birds barely reaching eight centimetres in length, actively flit around amongst the trees, bringing to mind an image of mice with wings. Where there is one, there are always fellow riflemen nearby. Their bird call can easily be recognised, as they sound remarkably like high-pitched squeaky wheelbarrows. 
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Many of New Zealand’s native birds are now endangered, and if is wasn’t for human intervention to protect and aid them, many would now be extinct. Among the endangered is the worlds heaviest parrot: the kakapo. The kakapo is a big, green camouflaged parrot that, despite its ungainly appearance, can climb trees. The kakapo can be as large and heavy as they are because they are flightless; their wings don’t have to support them in flight. Even though this bird is a parrot, in appearance and nature the kakapo differs considerably from its relatives. Speaking in general terms, parrots are brightly coloured birds that can fly. Flight has many advantages, from making fruits and seeds high in the treetops easily accessible, to the all important method of escape from preying animals. New Zealand has such a unique landscape that ultimately influenced the path of evolution the kakapo took, just like it has on so many other species living there. But how can losing flight for any bird be advantageous? Sure the obvious, that they didn’t need it due to the lack of predators, is a factor. However, as previously mentioned, flight also gives birds easy access to resources, such as berries high in the trees. The food making up the kakapos’ diet was abundant enough close to the ground, and with the lack of mammalian predators the kakapo, over generations, simply spent more and more time on the forest floor until eventually they lost the ability to fly altogether. That is not to say they didn’t have any potential predators. The biggest predators in New Zealand, the Haast’s eagle and Eyles’ harrier, both magnificently large birds of the sky, are now sadly extinct. But these predators of the sky are the reason many of the country’s flightless birds are also nocturnal and camouflaged. Predatory birds hunt by different senses than mammals. Think of the dog, they have a very keen sense of smell and hearing, signs of a good ground-dwelling hunter. Birds on the other hand have very keen vision. They can’t smell prey from far away up in the sky, however they can spot them with their sharp eyes. Hunting by sight means these birds of prey had to hunt during the day, leading many of their ground-dwelling prey to develop the behaviour of hiding during the day, and therefore become active during the night.
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A changing landscape
After I while I began to see the humans in a more tainted light, 

muddied by their role in the extinction of my moa, and consequently the 

Haast’s eagle. I have to say I was devastated, how could I not be? My giants 

had disappeared completely off the face of the Earth, and more of my 

children began to follow. And so, around five-hundred years after the Maori 

arrived, when a massive ship, much, much larger than a waka, appeared on 

my horizon, it was with more dread than curiosity that I watched it moor off 

my shore. The ship had numerous sails, furled wide to catch the tiniest 

winds. It was in no doubt a captivating sight, I have to give it that. The ship 

stopped short of my land, too massive to land right up on my sandy 

shoreline, like the Maori had in their waka all those years ago. Smaller boats 

carried on the ship were cast down into the water, in which the humans 

rowed themselves to shore. They were human, just like the Maori, but a 

different race: these new arrivals were called Europeans.

The Europeans that arrived were different from the Maori, not only 

in that they were pale of skin, but they also approached things differently. 

The Maori had erected huts constructed out of fern or flax leaves, weaved 

over curving structures made from slender sticks. The Europeans, on the 

other hand, mercilessly hacked down trees, from which they fashioned the 

planks they used to build the box like shelters they called houses. These 

houses were considerably larger and sturdier than the Maori huts. The 

Maori had cleared land for pā sites, often defensible areas consisting of a 

settlement or village, water sources and food storage pits. The Europeans on 

the other hand cleared extensive areas of land for their settlements. Land 

cleared around houses were used for gardens and vegetable patches, and 

fields of grass for cows, sheep, and horses to graze on. Land was also cleared 
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for roads, connecting houses and neighbouring villages. My surface began to 

become dotted like a rock covered with barnacles. I was beginning to grow 

frustrated with helplessness as I was forced to watch my land blemish. And 

so it was with the flapping of sails, the creaking of wood, and the splashing 

of oars, that I was brought into a new era.

Not all places were so easily made habitable by people. New Zealand’s landscape is renown for its harsh and unrelenting bush. The Waikato region was one such place that fought colonisation. Here the rugged land was swampy, riddled with sluggish streams, and tangled with plants: flax, reeds, ferns, raupo, cabbage trees, manuka, kahikatea, the list goes on. The Europeans who settled in places such as this did not fare well to begin with. In their work to tame the land the men sweated in their woollen breeches, and woman frequently tore their long constricting skirts. These people have to be credited for their staunch determination. But was it determination to conquer the land, or simply the determination to survive in the place in which they had ended up after their long arduous journey from Europe?Unlike the Maori who learned to live in such a place, the Europeans over time found ways in which to make the place liveable for them. Their attempts at growing food and pastures were not successful. The peat soil was waterlogged, and the roots of plants not adapted to such an environment simply rot. Therefore the European settlers drained the land. In effect this was the beginning of the creation of the ultimate soil type for pastures. Peat when mixed with other dry soils creates a soil that will retain water, but not quite enough to become waterlogged. However, just this alone still yielded low production, merely enough to provide the settlers with sufficient subsistence. But as was the way with the European settlers they 
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didn’t give up, instead they persisted. It was only in the early 1900’s that an increased understanding of the make up of peat soils resulted in the realisation that this soil type, while rich in nutrients, needed the addition of potash and lime, as well as phosphate. Peat consists of partially decomposed organic matter, which releases carboxylic acid, consequently making the soil extremely acidic, hence impeding the growth of dry-land plants. By adding potash and lime, both basic substances, this acidity is reduced to a level in which dry-land plants can thrive. And so it was with this new knowledge that the weedy swamps gave way to the luscious pastures the Waikato region would become well known for. The rich, green grass and clover on which cows grow fat, their udders bulging with milk, is now unrecognisable from what it originally was. Although this was a positive advancement for the economics and growth of the region, relatively recent research of wetland ecosystems has been changing this view in terms of value to the ecosystem itself. The gullies had had a wide range of biodiversity, with native species ranging from plants, such as flaxes and kahikatea trees, to animals, such as the tui and tree weta. In the process of making the place an ideal habitat for themselves, the humans destroyed this already rich habitat that was there. Not being able to live comfortably there as how the land originally was, the settlers at the time of course did not see the rich beauty of the swamplands. Swamps were thought of as horrid places, fill of dread and foreboding, such as cast in fairytale stories as dark places where witches and bog monsters lived. In reality swamps and other wetlands play a vital role; they function as the lands kidneys, filtering and purifying water flowing through the system from surrounding landscapes. They trap sediment and any toxins that have accumulated in the water running off neighbouring land, resulting in cleaner water coming out than going in.Kahikatea are a tree that grow only in wetlands. They have large distinct buttress roots: an adaptation that occurred due to growing in swampy waters. Their precise straight trunks reach elegantly up to the sky, where their blue-green leaves spread to form a mottled canopy. It didn’t take long before the Europeans noticed these trees and began cutting them down. What they probably didn’t 
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realise, or even have concern about, was that many of these trees were hundreds of years old. Such a shame that a living thing, so ancient when compared to the life span of an average human, would have their lives literally cut short. Kahikatea were highly sort after as not only does the tree grow incredibly straight, great for turning into perfect planks, but their wood is also pretty much odourless. New Zealand, at the time, was becoming well known for its dairy industry, which has carried on into modern day. But back then, shipping products overseas was a very different process. Butter was transported to other countries in large wooden boxes. One problem that was originally faced was that butter is easily tainted. If ever you have left a cut onion sitting next to a slab of butter in your fridge, you will know that when you go to butter your toast the spread will taste faintly, but distinctly of onion. The same goes for the wood boxes the butter was packaged in. If the box was made of pine, the butter, once reaching its destination, would be tainted with the taste of pine. And so the odourless kahikatea wood became the wood of choice for making butter boxes. This demand for their wood, in combination of the extensive draining of their natural habitat, has resulted in few kahikatea stands remaining today. As a result, the oldest and tallest of the kahikatea are no longer. Kahikatea can grow to be up to eight-hundred years old. The oldest currently known in existence is only around two-hundred years old. But with protection, it is hoped that the trees will survive to the ripe ancient ages of their predecessors. 
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Overrun with Rabbits
Of the animals the humans introduced to me some were intentional, 

others unintentional. The unintentional stowaways included the ship rats 

and Norway rats that jumped ship when the Europeans arrived. The vast 

majority of introductions were, however, intentional. The men would offload 

cages containing animals, or lead animals off with ropes tied about their 

necks. Pigs, cows, dogs, cats, rabbits, horses, chickens, and sheep, to name 

but a few. I was enraptured by the four legged mammals, when they arrived 

they felt strange to me. Their exotic appearance and nature was a source of 

mystery. But as I watched I learnt why the humans had brought them along: 

to help them colonise my land. Cows, sheep, pigs, and chickens were raised 

and slaughtered for food. Cows were also kept for their milk; sheep for their 

wool; and chickens for their eggs. Cats kept mice and rats out of their homes 

and barns, and were companions for the men, their wives, and children. 

Dogs were obedient to their masters, aiding them in hunting and farming 

livestock. Horses were used to help agricultural farming. Massive 

Clydesdales pulled ploughs, churning up soil to make it soft to plant seeds in. 

They also pulled logs across distances to sites where men were constructing 

buildings. Much to my amusement, however, were the horses that were 

used as a way to get people from place to place. Instead of using their own 

two legs, man had trained these animals to carry them astride. Also 

carriages were built, in which people could sit comfortably while the horse 

pulled them along, controlled by long leather reins and a whip, held by the 

driver. While bizarre to my eyes, I could see why the humans did this. It 

definitely did provide them a faster way to travel, as well as providing them 

with a way to carry supplies that were either too many or too heavy for a 

single man to effectively carry himself.    
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Rabbits, however, weren’t used in such ways. They were no doubt 

brought here intentionally, but the humans then proceeded to simply 

release them into the wild. I did wonder at the point of this, but my 

wondering didn’t last long. I observed a boy cautiously making his way 

across an open field. He was crouched low, staring intently on a grazing 

rabbit. He was trying to get closer without scaring it away. When he judged 

he was close enough he shouldered a long shiny object, that I now know as 

a gun. 

Bang! The gun went off with a loud noise that resonated around him. 

The hard round metal ball struck the rabbit so fast that the creature 

wouldn’t have seen it coming. The rabbit hadn’t even the time to jump at 

the sound of the musket firing. In less than seconds the rabbit lay dead and 

twitching: the boy with his gun had hit home, right through the rabbit’s 

heart. The realisation of why rabbits had been brought here dawned on me 

as fast as if I had been hit with a bullet myself: they were for pastime. 

Hunting to the humans wasn’t only to provide themselves with meat and 

fur, but also a form of recreation. In a way a persons kill was a trophy, to 

show off to others that individual’s prowess. 

Rabbits on first sight looked completely harmless. Little did I know 

that these rabbits would become the driving momentum behind worse to 

come. 
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The rabbit meat and fur trade did not become as well established as agricultural farming in New Zealand. Consequently it did not take long until rabbits were being seen just as pests by farmers, rather than as a resource. Rabbits would graze on the pastures on which farmers were trying to raise cattle and sheep, reducing their productivity. Their grazing also reduced plant biodiversity in places such as the naturally occurring grasslands in Central Otago. This in turn reduced the biodiversity of the small lizards and insects that used these grasses and other vegetation to hide in, keeping out of sight from prowling predators. In addition, areas subject to the heavy grazing of rabbits can potentially increase the likelihood of soil erosion. This leads to negative consequences on soil composition, and the soils capacity to retain water. However at that time the threat to native lizards and insects wasn’t the concern. The concern was the impact rabbits were causing on the farmers livelihoods, that relied on raising sheep and cattle. Subsequently it came to be that another animal was brought into the country: the stoat. Introduced in the 1880s as a natural predator to the rabbit. There was concern expressed by various natural scientists that this wasn’t a good idea, however the stoats still arrived. Stoats are natural predators of rabbits, and so the thought was that by introducing stoats they would prey on, and control, the rabbit populations. But the stoats discovered new, easier prey in New Zealand: flightless and ground-nesting birds. This isn’t to say they didn’t prey on rabbits at all, they simply did not have the desired effect on the rabbit populations, as in this new country rabbits were not their sole food source. They undoubtedly had, and are still having, a massive impact on the native wildlife. After this failed attempt to control the rabbits, farmers had no choice but to persevere with the pest. Years later a virus lethal to rabbits was discovered elsewhere. Two times farmer association groups submitted proposals to introduce this virus, called myxoma, (which causes the disease myxomatosis), into the country as a method of biological control of the rabbits. Each time they were declined. Factors in this decision were that not enough knowledge was known about the virus, and the effects of the virus were considered inhumane. Once contracting the virus it would 
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take eight days, often longer, for a rabbit to die, all the while suffering in pain from severe lesions caused by the disease. Then in the 1990s another rabbit virus was discovered: RHD (rabbit haemorrhagic disease), also commonly known as calicivirus. Unsurprisingly a proposal was submitted to bring this virus into New Zealand. This time the farmers held more hope of their request being accepted, as calicivirus is a much more humane killer than myxomatosis. But on July 2, 1997, again the farmers’ request for a biological control agent was declined. The rejection was again due to limited knowledge on the management of the virus if it were to be used as a biological control. But unlike the other declinations, this time the farmers were not offered compensatory assistance to help them deal with the rabbits by using other methods. As one could imagine the farmers were not happy about these decisions, considering the rabbits were negatively impacting on their means of income. It was only a matter of weeks before a farmer, or a group of farmers, took the situation into their own hands. On August 23, 1997, calicivirus was discovered to have infected rabbits on several farms in the South Island. After investigation the strain appeared to have originated from Australia, where the management of the virus as a biological control was being researched. Efforts to contain the illegally introduced calicivirus were soon abandoned, as it quickly became obvious that farmers were deliberately spreading the virus. At first the virus significantly reduced rabbit populations. While this was good for farmers, it did not bode well for the unprepared conservationists. Conservationists agree rabbits are pests, yet the management of pests is not a simple straight forward operation. Within an ecosystem there are many interactions occurring. Dramatically changing one may have consequences, seen or unforeseen, on other aspects within the ecosystem. Hence one aspect cannot necessarily be altered without altering the balance in nature. The dramatic drop in rabbit numbers also indirectly caused a decrease in native bird numbers. In illegally releasing calicivirus the farmers were not interested in, or did not think about, the ecosystem as a whole. Therefore there were no means in place for controlling the decreased options of prey for the stoat 
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population. Less rabbits as a potential food source naturally increased stoat predation on native birds for a time. Only for a time, because the virus was randomly released without any systematic control, and it was only a matter of time before surviving rabbits developed antibodies, building immunity to calicivirus. The disease, however, is still persisting in the environment, with rabbits without immunity still being killed by it. But now with the larger number of rabbits resistant to calicivirus, it is no longer a viable method to wipe the mass of rabbits out completely.
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Reflected Galaxies
I have many streams and rivers running across my land like leaf veins; 

rushing down from the tall mountains, trickling though the forests, and 

sluggishly flowing across the flat land, terminating at the sea or a lake. From 

the mountain glaciers of my South Island the rivers flow murky blue. Not 

dirty, but a brilliant blue, hazed cloudy white with flour-fine sediment from 

the abrasion of glacial ice against mountain rock. Natural springs spurt water 

out into the fresh air from underground, their streams flow so clear that I 

cannot easily discern the point where water meets air. I think these crystal 

clear waterways are like looking through windows into another world. Below 

the surface rocks and water plants create an intriguing landscape, but what 

is perhaps more intriguing are the animal inhabitants. There are many 

species, ranging from fish to insects. I watch as tiny fish dart in and out of 

cover of the rocks; as koura, New Zealand’s freshwater crayfish, creep along 

the bottom, glistening blue and black; and as water spiders run across the 

water surface, tiny hydrophobic hairs on their legs repel water and create 

surface tension. This is one of the many things I find myself intensely 

fascinated by. My blue ducks, or whio as the Maori call them, also live on the 

water, but these are birds and are much bigger than water spiders. The blue 

ducks are naturally buoyant, using their webbed feet to swim, and so do not 

need such a mechanism as the spiders’ hydrophobic hairs to move across 

the water surface. My thoughts change focus as a scale-less fish swims past. 

Its spotted skin shines as though studded with galaxies of forgotten stars. 

Gold and silver spots shimmer with a captivating, yet mysterious beauty as 

the sunlight reaches down through the water. These elegant native fish of 

mine are fittingly named galaxiids, reflecting the galaxies they carry on their 
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backs. I have twenty-two species of galaxiids, who are all very secretive, with 

most being nocturnal.

For thousands of years the water flowed across my land pure. But as 

so many things changed with the arrival of the humans, so did my streams 

and rivers. I do not believe they were intentional changes, but changes that 

occurred as consequences of those incurred by the people. Many of the 

farmlands that were established had streams and rivers running through 

them. I watched in dismay as cows stamped down the riverbanks, churning 

the edges into mud, pushing soil into the waterway. Not only that, the 

animals excreted directly into the water. Now when I followed these streams 

and rivers to their terminus’, no longer was it clear water flowing out, but 

opaque dirty brown. In some places, due to the masses of nutrients seeping 

off the farms, algae grew rampant, clogging and choking the waterways. The 

veins of my land were becoming increasingly polluted, the very substance 

the fish and other freshwater creatures live in. Fish filter oxygen out of the 

water, for them I imagine it would be like land creatures constantly being 

forced to breathe amidst thick smoke. This is not a healthy lifestyle, but 

these creatures have no other choice, they cannot just up and leave. Of 

course the pollution eventually takes a toll on their lives. I felt nauseous 

watching as many of my freshwater inhabitants became sick and died, 

leading yet more species to extinction.
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The beautiful native galaxiids are unfortunately becoming increasingly threatened. Not from a single cause, but from a combination of threats. The destruction of their habitat remains a large contributing factor, if their homes are destroyed, where else can they go? Most of the fish are confined to the waterways in which they were spawned. Waterways can become changed dramatically due to farming and forestry practices. Many farms are subjected to mass amounts of fertilisers sprayed over the grassy paddocks, not to mention the tonnes of faecal matter excreted from the animals themselves. These fertilisers and animal wastes leach into surrounding waterways, introducing nutrients and harmful bacteria into these habitats. The increase in nutrients can cause excessive growth of algae and weeds, drastically changing the original plant composition of the stream. Galaxiids are very tolerant when it comes to change, however other creatures living there do not cope so well, such as the insects that make up the galaxiids’ diet. Needless to say, if there isn’t enough food for a fish, it will starve to death. Thereby change in an ecosystem can be a complicated thing, causing both direct and indirect effects within the interrelating system. 
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Trout were introduced from both the United Kingdom (brown trout) and the United States (rainbow trout) in the mid-1800s for recreational fishing. The presence of trout can be a useful indicator of good water quality, due to their sensitivity and inability to survive in bad water. In essence they are like canaries in a coal mine. Even so, there are many other methods that can be used to analyse the water quality of streams, lakes, and rivers. The harm that came with the introduction of trout to New Zealand waterways, was that trout are carnivorous, their diet consists of other smaller fish. These include the native galaxiids. But this is not the end of the threats facing the galaxiids. Other human induced changes to the waterways in which galaxiids live have also threatened their existence. This includes habitat loss. The logging industry has a bad practice in which trees are felled and left to clog  and choke small waterways, destroying them completely. But it is not only this that causes habitat loss. Farmers altering waterways on their land can also have similar effects, such as the creation of drains and dams, changing the course of the waterway with water races, and depleting the water levels by extracting it to spray onto their paddocks. Many do not actually realise that their destruction of these waterways are causing so much damage to these freshwater ecosystems as a whole; many do not even know that there are small native fish living in these small streams. Therefore it can be seen that all this destruction is not done through any malice or uncaring, but through lack of awareness. It is heartening to see that through efforts to increase awareness of these ecosystems many farmers, and other people, are seeing the value and magnificence of the countries waterways. And as a result are making active changes to prevent more damage, and to try and restore these often overlooked ecosystems. Of the twenty-two known species of galaxiids in New Zealand, there are five species that stand out due to their life-cycles. When the young of these five species hatch they are washed out to sea. They only find their way home again to the fresh water streams and rivers in which they were born once they grow into juveniles. You may think these species may have a greater potential for survival, being able to 
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escape for a short while from the ever degrading freshwater ecosystems, but they are under just as much threat. These species of galaxiids lay their eggs on the banks, where they sit for 5-6 months above the water until the spring tides and floods come. They then hatch and get washed out to sea. Laying their eggs above the water previously kept them safe, but that was before the humans brought livestock to the country. If not fenced off from the small waterways, the banks on which galaxiid eggs are incubating get trampled by hoofstock, leaving no hope for the thousands of tiny unhatched eggs. But even for those that survive there is still plenty of danger to come. In the following spring after hatching, the now juvenile galaxiids embark on the long journey from the sea and back up the freshwater streams, where humans have now placed many nets. Spring is whitebaiting season. Many people of New Zealand think of whitebait as a sort of delicacy, catching many of these tiny migratory juvenile fish and cooking them into the traditional fritters. Little do many people realise that constituting what is known as whitebait are in fact juvenile galaxiids.
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In the Darkness
The horizon faded from blue to red to pink and finally to black. The 

sun’s last rays disappeared to reveal the night sky. First one, then two, then a 

hundred stars became visible, small pinpoint lights, so far away it’s too hard 

to imagine the insurmountable distance. The moon, a large shining disk of 

white, sailed in a slow arc across the world. In the absence of the golden sun 

the land would have been pitch black if it wasn’t for the soft white light 

beaming down from all those distant suns that make up the stars. The milky 

way, a pale band of clustered stars, dust, and gas stretched across the sky. 

But all was not silent. A rasping sound travelled softly through the 

night air, barely audible over the faint rustling of leaves in the weak breeze 

weaving through the canopy of the forest. Through the gloom what looked 

like a smooth round rock emerged stealthily from the undergrowth. Two 

thick scaly legs meticulously carried the mass into a patch of silver 

moonlight, revealing the densely brown body of a young kiwi. She was not 

yet fully grown, maybe only half the size she would eventually be. The 

flightless bird shock her head, again making the rasping sound as she 

snorted, clearing her nostrils of dirt. 

All of a sudden the bird froze, listening intently. As still as stone, I 

wouldn’t have been able to see her if I hadn’t already known she was there. 

Perhaps a faint sound reached her ears, tiny holes in the side of her head. A 

short time passed, then: mooor-pooork. The call of a morepork, a tiny owl, 

drifted through the cool night air. The kiwi relaxed. Smoothly she began 

prodding the ground with her long beak, searching for worms and insects to 

eat. I was intrigued by this strange ground-dwelling bird. She would push her 

beak into the ground three or four times before taking a delicate step 

forward and repeating the process. Every now and then she would pull her 
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beak out with a long worm dangling from it. But its wriggling body wouldn’t 

stay dangling for long before the kiwi snapped it down, forcing the slimy 

worm down her throat and into her belly. I was watching her contently, 

almost meditating on her rhythmic prodding along the forest floor, and so 

was shocked at what happened next. A slink brown creature, with a white 

underbelly and black-tipped tail, darted out from the undergrowth. Its 

trajectory: straight for the small kiwi. The bird snapped her beak loudly in 

attempt to scare the stoat away. Kiwi don’t defend themselves physically 

with their beaks; if it becomes damaged they won’t be able to find food, and 

therefore face certain starvation. But they have talons. Long and sharp, 

wielded by very strong and powerful legs. The loud sound created from 

snapping her beak didn’t deter the stoat. It dashed in close to the kiwi. She 

swiped at it with her talons, but the predator evaded. The pest attempted to 

sink its tiny razor-sharp teeth into the kiwi’s plump body, but the kiwi moved 

just enough so that all the stoat grabbed was a mouthful of feathers. Again 

the kiwi struck out, and this time was successful at hitting the stoat, but the 

beast jumped out of reach, obtaining only a minor scratch. It wasn’t 

deterred. Darting back towards its prey, the stoat weaved around the kiwi’s 

continued attack. This time sinking its teeth deep into her neck. She let out a 

scream, attempting to fling the stoat off, desperately trying to catch it with 

her claws. But the stoat bit down hard and ripped at her throat. She hit the 

ground softly. I imagined I could see sadness in those small deep-black eyes. 

I couldn’t bare to watch, yet I could not pull myself away. She twitched, 

clinging to life hopelessly. Then came a quiet crunch, and all life left her. The 

stoat had crushed her skull in its deadly jaws.
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Unlike the flightless wren the kiwi have well and truly walked the path of flightlessness. A kiwi may look like a feathered rock, growing to about the size of a soccer ball, but hidden under layers of down the kiwi still has wings, albeit the size of a postage stamp. These tiny wings are vestigial of countless days past when the kiwi’s ancestors still flew. It is also peculiar that kiwi don’t have tails. Birds use their tails like rudders to articulate fine manoeuvres in flight, and in the sea for those birds that swim. While there is no doubt the kiwi is indeed a bird, there has been curious speculation in the past considering the kiwi also supports features far more akin to mammals than its own kind. Kiwi are hefty birds, as through their grounded evolution there was no need to keep body mass down to enable flight. Most birds have hollow bones. It is commonly thought, as it has long been said, that hollow bones decrease weight for the bird, as it makes sense that the bird needs to be as light as possible in adaptation for flying. However, researchers now show that this 
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may not necessarily be the case. Of course birds do need to be light, but it appears that the story behind the hollow bones has more to it than just lightness. Birds primarily need strong bones. Their bones need to be able to handle the large stresses flight exerts on them. To enable this, bird bones are denser than mammal bones, and an increase in density means an increase in weight. So a compromise is needed, leading to the evolution of hollow bones. When referring to bones as being hollow one may picture a copper pipe, like those snaking under the floor and in the walls constituting the plumbing network of a house; but this is not what is meant by hollow bones. Inside the cavities are struts, not that dissimilar to those which are found in architectural supporting structures. These criss-crossing struts support the hollow structure, to fulfil the purpose of having a denser, stronger bone. In the end bird bones are not actually largely different in weight than those of mammals of similar sizes. But how does this all relate to the kiwi? Kiwi bones are not like typical bird bones. They are not hollow. Their bones are filled with marrow, just like those of mammalian bones; just like those of your own bones. The kiwi’s bones are not the only aspect that is more mammalian-like than bird-like, there is substantial list of features. These nocturnal creatures also have whiskers, just like a cat; they have a good sense of smell, more akin to a dog than a bird; feathers that are more fur like; and the females have two ovaries, the same as mammals, whereas most birds only have one.Typical bird feathers are rigid, so each individual barb can interlock with those around it creating a more aerodynamic surface for flying, as well as helping with waterproofing for birds who swim or dive, such as a penguin or albatross. Whereas kiwi feathers create more of a warm shaggy coat, because they aren’t rigid. As previously mentioned with the Haast’s eagle, birds have a very keen eyesight, and not so good a sense of smell, for reasons being they rely on their sight senses more than their smell senses. Kiwi, on the other hand, being flightless had less of a need for such keen eyesight, and more of a need for a keener sense of smell. This isn’t to say kiwi have poor eyesight. Contrary to what many believe kiwi 
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can see well, perhaps not as keen as flying birds, but they are by no means poor of sight. Kiwi can move surprisingly fast without crashing into anything, and in the bush there are countless trees, bushes, and rocks that would be ideal for running into. Fortunately for the kiwi they can see well enough, in both the dark and daylight, to avoid collisions. These birds have a menu mostly consisting of bugs and grubs, sniffed out by probing their long becks into soft ground and leaf litter. A unique feature enhancing their pursuit for food each night is that their nostrils are positioned at the tips of their beaks, rather than at the base, like all other birds. Therefore a common kiwi sound is the rasping snorting made while blowing out through the nostrils to clear them of clogging dirt. Recent studies have suggested that kiwi don’t solely use smell to hunt out food. These findings have shown it is possible that in addition to smell being their primary detector, kiwi can also use their beaks to detect the soft vibrations in the soil made by their prey.
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Stephens Island Wren and the Lighthouse Keeper’s Cat 
It wasn’t only my mainland that was impacted by the humans, my 

outlying islands began to be visited. They were like parasites spreading 

uncontrollably across my countryside, exploring every nook and cranny of 

my being. But it was not only the humans, it was also the tide of other exotic 

species that followed in their wake. Rats jumped ships, pet dogs and cats 

were deemed harmless in their eyes, but at night I saw a different story. 

It is under cover of the falling dark that the cats and other predators 

become most active. I watched with apprehension as the great shadow of 

night crept over the landscape. In a sweeping grassy field, smoke rose from 

the stone chimney of a small wooden farmhouse. The flickering firelight 

seeped out the open door, pooling on the ground in front. It made me feel 

uncomfortable, the light shining up from the ground, when before the 

humans came the only light came from above. I was already feeling tense 

when around the door frame a small grey cat slinked out into the evening 

gloom. The moonlight reflected coldly out of its eyes as it prowled through 

the man-made garden. Each step it took was smooth and silent. Its ears 

were pricked up listening intently, and its tiny nostrils flared every now and 

again as it picked up some interesting scent. The slightest of movements 

caught the corner of its left eye and it froze; still as a rock apart from the 

small twitches its tail. Barely two metres in front of the cat the faintest 

scuffling movement came from amongst the long grass bordering a 

vegetable patch. The cat crept forward to investigate, stalking the grass. 

Closer now the animal paused, waiting until it could be sure of exactly where 

its prey was positioned amidst the slender green blades. With a slow wriggle 

of its behind the cat readied itself, then sprang down into the grass. The 

creature emerged with its tail flicking side to side in long arcing swoops. 
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Dangling out of its mouth was the shiny slink body of a skink. Dirt brown, 

with a pale strip running down the length of its back.

I watched these horrors unravel night after night, day after day. It 

pained me that these newcomers could not see that the original inhabitants 

of my land were slowly disappearing around them. Either that, or they did 

not care. I had existed in solitude for all those long years before the humans, 

but I had never before felt so alone and isolated as I did now. My solitude 

had turned from one of peace, into one of torment, as I watched all those I 

loved disappear from the world. And I was completely helpless to save 

them. 

Out on the tip of the Marlborough Sounds, there is a small island, only a few kilometres north-east of D’Urville Island. This place is known as Stephens Island, and is where the story of the Stephens Island wren and the lighthouse keeper’s cat took place. The common recounting is of a single cat bringing the flightless wren to extinction, however this simple explanation is not entirely accurate. Natural historians Ross Galbreath and Derek Brown pieced together information from various historical accounts to try and determine the actual story. Among these accounts were letters sent and received by a circle of naturalists at the time highly interested in the Stephens Island wren. The short of the story, derived from various records, is that there was unarguably at least one pregnant cat that was brought to the island. Within years, as is natural, the number of cats on the island grew exponentially. Of course other factors, such as the deforestation and environmental changes incurred by the people trying to make a home for themselves on the island have to be taken into account. The possibility of humans catching and killing the ground-dwelling wrens themselves, also must be taken under consideration. 
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However, from the historical accounts, it was deduced that the wrens were too fast for a person to easily catch themselves. And so through extensive logical debate, it has been agreed upon that the most probable explanation for the extinction of the Stephens Island wren was indeed that of cat predation. However, it was more than likely due to a number of cats, not just the one that was the assistant lighthouse keeper David Lyall’s family pet cat. While cats were kept as pets, there was also a growing population of feral cats on the island. In the ‘traditional’ story it was just the assistant lighthouse keeper’s cat that is credited the extinction of the wren. The fact this story become the one to be repeated over generations is not surprising, as it is a dramatic lesson to be learned about conservation and the short amount of time introduced predators can bring a species to extinction, and that it can only take one predator. Indeed, the lighthouse keeper’s cat did play a key role in the story. Most records of the few specimens of the Stephens Island wren come from birds that David Lyall’s cat had killed and brought home. Getting to the logical bottom of this story, it must be remembered that it is in the nature of cats not to bring home all their prey, and that there were other cats, including feral ones, on the island. These too undoubtedly would also have taken advantage of the easy prey the wrens presented hopping around on the forest floor. David Lyall does still need to be mentioned further; an assistant lighthouse keeper on the island who held an interest in nature. The first time his cat brought home a wren he skinned it and sent it to Sir Walter Buller, a naturalist living in Wellington. From their archived letters, it was made evident that it was known that the wrens were becoming less common, and so they became a higher prize for naturalist collectors. By the time a few individuals began questioning such a practice, the fate of the wrens were right on the brink, and their extinction inevitably became absolute.
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The Balding Earth
There is more to the land than meets the eye. Hidden under the soils 

from which the trees sprout are layers of rock. All different types of rocks in 

different places. Some formed long ago from the compression of layers of 

sands and soils, and some from the earth spewing out molten lava. Lava 

glowing red and hot, flowing in lethargic rivers down the sides of volcanoes, 

until the liquid rock cooled and hardened. And yet others are formed by 

deep underground forces placing immense pressure on already existing 

rocks, changing their structure into something else. But what interested the 

humans were that some rocks contained certain minerals of value to them. 

And so I watched, condemned to a mere spectator, as the humans became 

more extreme in the ways in which they exploited my environment. The 

Maori prized greenstone, or pounamu as they called it, above all else. The 

hard richly green rock made for great tools, weapons and jewellery. But 

when the Europeans arrived I learnt that not all humans have the same 

interests. Greenstone held little to no value to the Europeans, but it was the 

soft yellow gold, initially regarded as useless by the Maori, they seemed to 

hold to especially high value. And once the humans discovered my gold 

deposits the gold rush years were born. Humans flocked to certain areas in 

both my North and South Islands, to places where deposits were abundant. 

Quartz veins, like spider webs in the rocks, contained tiny flakes of gold. The 

humans began burrowing like ants, hacking their way underground. I wish I 

could have screamed in pain, to make them aware of the agony they were 

causing me. The only thing I could do was to sink into myself, to become 

numb and dull. I had become so disheartened that when over those years 

more than just a few humans were killed from cave-ins, dust, and gases, I 

could not bring myself to feel sorry for them. In past days I know my younger 
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more forgiving-self would have, even if these creatures weren’t mine I had 

still cared for everything living. Yet despite these disasters to their own kind 

they dug on, undeterred. 

The humans were scarring me. The miners were like woodworms, 

boring holes into my being. Tracks cleared for roads were slashed across my 

surface, not to mention the larger areas cleared and flattened, on which 

their buildings sprouted. I also now sported many bald patches from the 

lumberjacks hacking down many of my century-old trees without a are in 

the world. I would watch as the woodcutters took pictures of their team 

holding arms encircling a tree to show how massive the trunks were. They 

found their enormities fascinating, yet still they felled the wizened forest 

guardians without any second thought as to the length of time it had taken 

them to grow that big. I am now fully in their clutches and at their mercy. 

Had I known this when they had first arrived I would not have looked on 

them in curiosity and fascination, rather it would have been fear and 

sadness for the impeding future that has now come to pass.

From underground mining a progression was made to open cast 

mining. Great big pits punctured into the ground, adding pockmarks to my 

already scarred and defaced surface. Some types of mining resulted in the 

creation of murky settling ponds of acidic blue, green and orange hues. 

Surrounding the open cast mines, what used to be lush vibrant green forests 

are now brown desolated landscapes. No trees. No animals. No wildlife. I 

feel my identity being destroyed.

Over the progression of time, I still watch. There is nothing else I can 

do but watch the humans change me. The gold rush was solid for a time, but 

eventually many mines came to their ends. And when this happens then the 

humans simply leave without looking back. They leave behind the 

destruction of their making. It will take a lot of time, but I hope my land will 
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eventually be able to regenerate into something at least resembling the 

beauty it once held. Great metal machines, their parts having been hauled 

up difficult terrain to the mining sites, are left. There was no reason for the 

humans to drag them all the way out of the forest with them. But in the end 

the elements of nature will eventually begin to make their mark on these 

foreign constructions. The metal begins to rust, plants begin to entwine 

them. One day my land may be able to claim back its own, destroying the 

man-made objects as they had once destroyed those areas of my land.

Without a doubt once the Europeans arrived in New Zealand, the land began to change at a dramatic rate. Highly noticeable was the disappearance of large expanses of forests, cleared to make way for usable land. However, pre-Europeans times, the Maori also contributed significantly to the deforestation. By the time the Europeans arrived in New Zealand, the Maori had already burnt down around 6.7 million hectares of forest. Much of this area was around the coasts where many settlements had been established. The Maori burnt such vast areas of forests to encourage the growth of bracken, a colonising plant. This plant composed a large portion of the Maori diet. Land was also cleared for easier travel between neighbouring tribes. Originally forest covered 82% of New Zealand’s North and South Islands. The areas naturally bare of forest growth are high up in the mountains above the snowline, and the dry tussocks lands of Central Otago. By the time the Europeans arrived in the 1800’s the Maori had decreased this area to approximately 68%. And now, with the combined efforts of both races, only around 23% of the countries surface is left with forest cover. This has created pockets of bush with considerable distances between. Reducing the forest has reduced available habitats for many species. Helping an endangered species survive, and 
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increase their population numbers, is all well and good, but there has to be large enough suitable habitats for them to live in. A population’s number will fall if they are overcrowded; not enough space for territories, breeding sites, or enough food stores. Pockets of forest habitat becomes detrimental to a species when it comes to breeding and biodiversity. Individual populations are forced to become isolated and smaller, limiting the gene flow and increasing potential inbreeding; not good for a species as a whole. Efforts are being made to aid interaction between these pockets. Green corridors are areas between these pockets that have been planted with native bush, to provide stopover points. This enables birds of the means by which to mix and breed with other populations of the same species.
New Zealand has a rich history in gold mining, beginning with the gold rush in the mid-1800’s. The main areas found to contain high gold deposits were the Coromandel, Marlborough, Central Otago, and the West Coast. There were two main types of mining. The one that first comes to most peoples minds is that of tunnelling underground. The hacking through hard, dense rock, in order to find the quartz veins that hide tiny flakes of the precious element. Open cast mines are also dug, to obtain gold from quartz in the hard rock ore. Once the rocks with quartz veins are ripped out of the Earth, the gold must then be extracted. To put it simply, this process first involves the rocks being crushed by heavy machines called stamper batteries. The crushed rock is mixed with a solution of cyanide and water, in which the small traces of gold dissolve, separating it from the ore. This is called the leaching process, and the mixture of crushed rock and cyanide solution is called the slurry. Once the gold has been removed from the ore it must then be removed from the cyanide solution. In order to do this either carbon or zinc must be added to cause a reaction in which the gold precipitates out of the solution into a solid that can be collected and refined. One of the biggest and most well known open cast mines in New Zealand is the Martha gold mine in Waihi. 
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Other types of mines that have been established in New Zealand include the extraction of coal, iron, and copper. The site of Tui mine, located on the western side of Mt Te Aroha, is where copper, lead, and zinc were once extracted. Regrettably, when the mine was closed in 1973 everything was simply left and abandoned. However this was common practice with mines in those days; when the mine closed it looked as though the people working there had simply dropped what they were doing, walked away, and never came back. Equipment and large machines were left to rust, mines were left open, and without maintenance became unstable over the passing years, posing danger to unsuspecting passing trampers. At Tui mine the tailings dam began leaching heavy metals into the surrounding environment and waterways, severely poisoning the Tui and Tunakohoia streams. To this day the site of the mine remains barren, however efforts are being put in place in order to reduce the damage that has been done. Even so, Tui mine is considered one of New Zealand’s most contaminated sites.
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Rising from the Brink
Out on a group of islands to the south-east I watched a playful group 

of robins. They had dark sooty plumages, with black legs and charcoal eyes. 

Their all-black appearance marked them different from their counterparts 

on my mainland. These were the Chatham Island black robins. The robins 

hopped energetically about the forest floor, poking through the thick layer of 

humus littering the ground for the insects they loved to eat. The black robins 

lived contently amongst the gnarled trees that protected their little bodies 

from the strong winds the islands were subjected to. 

But then the humans came.

And so began the cycle of destruction I had become far too familiar 

with. The destruction that had taken my innocence, and left me scarred and 

worn. I tried not to think about it, but how could I not when it was spreading 

like wildfire across my islands, large and small? The rats and cats came with 

the people, forests burned and land was cleared. I did not know how much 

longer I could hold onto myself, already I been beaten so low. I could feel the 

waters of depression pulling me ever deeper into darkness. 

A robin was dancing along the forest floor, snatching up the tiny 

insects he disturbed in his prancing. He was completely oblivious to the new 

threats that had landed on his island. All over again I had to watch, without 

the power to warn the tiny feathered creature, as yet another of my animals 

became prey to the unwelcome mammals. A tabby cat peered around the 

base of a tree trunk, yellow eyes glinting. The robin hopped closer to where 

the cat crouched, either he didn’t see it, or he was completely unmindful, 

being unaware of the mortal threat the strange creature posed on him. The 

black robin wasn’t a challenge for the cat, it needn’t have pounced, it could 
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have just as easily pawed its way right up to the black robin. The rats 

climbed the trees, right up into the robins’  nests, devouring any eggs or 

young chicks they came across. These majestic birds were naïvely friendly. 

Often they would flitter about the humans during the day, following as their 

big footsteps disturbed swarms of insects out from the leaf litter over which 

they tread. But sadly the humans showed only the slightest interest towards 

the robins, if indeed they showed interest at all. One by one I watched as 

the black robins disappeared, thanks to the predatory cats and rats now 

roaming the islands, and the loss of habitat space thanks to the humans 

focus on clearing the land of forest.

It didn’t take long until individual islands of the Chatham Island group 

were wiped completely of the robins. Their disappearances from the islands 

spiralled until there was only one island left, Little Mangere, on which the 

black robins lived. This island was tiny and windswept. But with its tall cliffs 

the cats, and rats, and humans, were unable to invade: it was the last refuge 

left for the very last black robins in the entire world. I was sure I would have 

to watch this little species fall into extinction, like so many others had since 

the arrival of the humans to my land. While this island was keeping them 

safe from predators, I could tell they would not be able to last there forever. 

The forest on the tiny island was dying. The trees were woody and stunted, 

providing little leaf litter for the forest floor, and consequently there were 

not enough insects to comfortably feed all the robins. The wind was harsh 

and unrelenting, the robins’ tiny wings did not have the strength to carry 

them away to find a new, healthier island. On Little Mangere they were 

struggling to raise their young.

But one day, I saw something that would bring me out of my sinking 

depression. A man showed an immense interest in the black robins, as no 

man had before him. His name was Don Merton. I watched, as he watched 

my black robins.
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Over the following years Don Merton proceeded to observe and keep a record of the numbers of robins. And each year he would leave Little Mangere Island with a grim face, as each year there were less black robins to be found. Until in the year of 1976, Don Merton and his team of wildlife officers arrived to find only seven of the robins left in existence. They knew that if they wanted to try and save the species from extinction, some drastic measures were needed to be made. Don Merton realised that the robins needed a new home; their current one was dying and dragging the robins down with it. So the team caught the robins. Each robin was put in a box and were carefully moved to neighbouring Mangere Island. This island was also free of pests, but was bigger and had a more suitable habitat. There was plenty of humus covering the ground, full of insects. Here the remaining Chatham Island black robins were left, with hope they would now successfully raise young and re-establish their population.
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Don Merton returned to the island yearly, but the black robins weren’t successfully reproducing, and on returning in 1980 his hope was shattered. He was absolutely devastated to find only five black robins: two more had succumbed to the inevitable. Of the five robins that remained, only two were females. Don Merton and his team named the birds after the colours of the leg bands they had placed on each bird. Blue, Yellow, Green, Red, and White. Blue and Green were the females. Yellow, Red, and White the remaining males. Sadly Green proved unable to produce viable offspring, so this left all the weight on Blue to save her species from extinction. But Blue wasn’t on her own, Don Merton promised her he would do all he could to help her. Blue became known as Old Blue, because at this time, at nine years old, she was already considered aged, as black robins typically live for only four to six years. Old Blue was with no doubt a remarkable individual. It is thought that she realised what was going on and the importance of her producing offspring, either that or it was simply a coincidence; yet regardless she did something unique for black robins. She changed her mate. Her first attempts at breeding on this new island with her original mate proved unsuccessful, this was because her original mate was infertile. As black robins mate for life it was odd for her to suddenly change her partner, yet this turned out to be most critical in her role in saving her kind. Her new mate, Yellow, was younger and, most importantly, fertile. The first clutch Old Blue laid with her new partner gave hope to her species. They were literally on the brink of extinction, the survival of the Chatham Island black robins depended on Old Blue and Yellow successfully raising their chicks. Don Merton had a special relationship with the black robins and hatched a risky plan that would either aid in saving the black robins – or could result in him and his team being blamed for their extinction. But times were desperate. Don Merton’s ingenious idea came from a memory in his childhood, when he and his brother had given their grandmother’s canary an orphaned wild goldfinch chick. The canary had accepted the chick and proceeded to foster it. Don Merton also knew that if the robins clutch of two eggs and nest were destroyed, the birds would make another nest and lay another clutch. With this knowledge he carefully 
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removed Old Blue and Yellow’s first clutch of eggs and destroyed their nest. He then placed the robins eggs into the nest of a tomtit. It was with great relief when the tomtits, who were most likely rather confused, accepted the robin eggs and proceeded to incubate them. Meanwhile Old Blue and Yellow had built a new nest and laid two more eggs. Again Don Merton moved the pair’s eggs to a tomtit nest, but this time replaced them with the first clutch, who had by this time hatched under the watchful eye of their tomtit foster parents. The baby robins were returned to their parents after hatching so they could learn the behaviours appropriate for a black robin, rather than a tomtit. In this way twice as many robins were able to be bred each year. Don Merton and his team kept a watchful eye over them the whole time. With twice as many chicks to feed than is natural for robin parents to raise at a single time, the team lent a hand by supplementing their feed.Old Blue was a phenomenal bird reaching the ancient age of thirteen, twice the average life expectancy for a black robin, when she was last seen in 1983. She left behind a hoard of chicks, who would carry on breeding, ultimately saving the black robins, who became so very close to extinction. There is, of course, the matter of genetics to take into consideration with this story. The current population, of around 250 black robins, are all descendants of Old Blue and Yellow. This makes the Chatham Island black robins extremely inbred. At a genetic level their genes appear pretty much identical. This situation is termed the bottleneck effect. Imagine a bottle with a narrow neck, such as a wine bottle, and visualise the individuals of a species population all as small marbles. Different colours can be used to represent different genes. For example sake, say there are four different colours of marbles, green, blue, yellow and red, each representing a particular gene. Say some sort of environmental event occurred, and only a few marbles were able to escape from the bottle through the congestion in the neck. These marbles that survive will not exhibit a good representation of the original proportion of colours in the larger population. Say there were six green marbles, four blue ones, ten yellow and ten red marbles in the original population, and after a bottleneck the ones let through, and hence surviving, are one red, two blue, and two yellow. 
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This would mean the population has lost the green colour; blue and yellow are now the most dominant, where as before it was red and yellow; and now red, once one of the most represented, is now the least represented. The bottleneck has completely changed the dynamics of that species’ gene pool.Bottlenecks often result in inbreeding. As in the extreme case with the Chatham Island black robin, the offspring of Old Blue and Yellow had no choice but to mate with brothers and sisters, and cousins. This is far from ideal, as mating with kin results in a much higher chance of recessive mutations being expressed, which is termed inbreeding depression. Luckily, so far, there have been no apparent genetic complications within the current black robin population. However, the black robins still face a large potential danger. Their lack of genetic diversity makes the species extremely vulnerable to all being wiped out by a single disease. A low range of genetic variation means that there is a very low chance that any individuals within the population would have a gene variation that would protect them from the disease.
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Dealing with the Intruders
Years passed countlessly. Another spring had come, and so again was 

the time when many animals were preparing to raise young. Not just my 

natives, but also the exotic species that had well and truly taken hold here. 

The spring air was fresh and damp. It felt invigorating, like the forests were 

being washed clean of the cold winter. New fern fronds uncurled, and plants 

began sending out new shoots. Seeds waiting, dormant underground until 

the warmer weather came; when germinating, they burst out their roots 

and shoots. The roots burrowed down deeper into the earth, and the shoots 

quested upwards, reaching for the suns light. All this new growth left the 

bush smelling richly green. 

The surge in new life now gave me mixed feelings. Joy for my native 

species, as always, but now I also feel dread, for the growing abundance of 

pests. Yet I have learnt some content. I could now see a changing behaviour 

occurring within increasing numbers of humans. They have begun to open 

their eyes and changed the way in which they see my land; the land in which 

they are now a part of. The humans have become more aware of  the beauty 

and importance of my wildlife, to both me and themselves. By their nature 

they are curious, but unlike my curious animals, such as the tomtits and kea, 

they have taken their inquisitiveness one step further. In their curiosity the 

humans discovered the significance of biodiversity, and not just at surface 

level. I believe it is their curiosity that had driven them to such realisation. 

And now people care for my native species, and I can see in their eyes that it 

saddens them that so many of my species have disappeared off the planet 

entirely. 

I watch as, particularly during the summers, humans go about killing 

pests. I believe there is no way they will be able to eliminate them entirely, 
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but controlling them as much as they can has merited positive results. This 

summer I watch one such person. She is at one of the many places dotted 

around my remaining bush lands. In this place a small pocket of well 

established bush surrounds one of my remaining clean lakes. It is written all 

over her face that this is her first foray into the task of pest control. It is also 

clear that she is excited about the prospect. Such caring warms my heart, 

that while there is undoubtedly a long, hard road spanning the rest of my 

own existence, there are those who are willing to pour their souls into 

helping save what’s left of my precious land. I cannot do it alone. 

I watch as she steps off the man-made track around the lake into the 

surrounding bush. Her stride slows, as the terrain changes from flat to the 

natural lay of the land: bumpy roots stick up all over, there are constant 

gentle undulations, and plants spread their limbs and leaves everywhere. 

But the human is not stepping blindly into the bush. Previous people have 

put up markers, coloured ribbons tied unobtrusively about tree branches, 

giving guidance through the untamed bush. Even though the line is straight, 

north to south, the beautiful natural chaos can at times disorientate even 

the most experienced bush-bashing humans. I can appreciate such intense 

work these humans are doing in effort to save me. Deep in my rugged 

forests they are not as elegant as my native beings. I have seen them trip 

and fall as their booted feet clumsily get caught by tree roots; their skin and 

clothing torn as thin sharp branches reach out and snag them. I would have 

found such scenes laughable had it not been for the poisonous bait they 

were placing through my forests, killing predators to my precious native 

species.
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Animal traps and poisons often evoke the idea of animal cruelty and suffering. But in this current day and age such traps and poisons have been phased out and are now illegal. While pests are unwelcome in the country, the people dealing with them still have empathy. If we want to save our native wildlife, we must kill these pests. The traps and poisons used must be ethically approved to inflict the least amount of suffering possible to the animal.Traps are designed for one of two purposes: either kill the animal, or cage it holding it unharmed. Live-capture traps are generally used for pests such as wild cats and dogs, who are too big for kill traps to dispatch instantly, and as painlessly as possible. These live-capture traps must be checked daily for the welfare of any animals caught, and the pest must then be terminated humanely. Kill traps are used for rats, hedgehogs, and mustelids (stoats, weasels, and ferrets). These traps have a pressure plate that when a pest creeps over it triggers a spring-loaded grill which slams down, killing the animal instantly. Kill-traps are placed in specially designed boxes that only the target pests can get into, thus eliminating the possibility of accidentally killing native animals. Traps are baited according to the targeted pest. Salted rabbit or possum is used to attract mustelids, and either chicken eggs or peanut butter to attract rats. A different trap design is needed for possums, who spend more time up in the trees. Timms traps consist of boxes, often made out of yellow plastic, that can be nailed up in a tree. For possums the best bait to use is fresh fruit. The action of the animal pushing its head through the box hole triggers a spring-loaded trap, that effectively breaks the animal’s neck, killing it instantly.Then there is the method of poisoning. This approach may not be as ideal as trapping, in terms of least amount of pain inflicted on the animal, and there is the problem of keeping the poison only appealing to target pests and not native animals. However, over the years the poisons used have been researched and modified to limit these factors. Common ones used in New Zealand are diphacinone and sodium fluoroacetate, commonly known as 1080. There is a lot of controversy over using poisons, especially 1080. However the reality is that if we want to control pests, there is a need to cover many hectares of bush. It just simply 
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isn’t feasible to trap over such expanses. In many areas people are able to access by foot, spending weeks trekking lines over and over, covering kilometres through the rugged bush to replenish bait stations. It is by no means an easy task.Diphacinone is an anti-coagulant. This means that the poison functions by preventing blood from clotting. Bleeding to death does indeed sound horrid, but when compared to many other horrific poisons that could be used, this one is a lot nicer. The way diphacinone works makes it an ideal poison to target rats with. Rats often get into fights with one another, naturally causing them to get scratched, and blood drawn. This is one way in which the anti-coagulant causes the pest to bleed to death. Over several days from eating the bait, if the rat has not happened to be involved in a fight, it will die due to internal bleeding. Rats are by nature very cautious animals, and so this makes poisoning them a hard task. If a rat finds food that is new to it, the animal will only sample it, nibbling the tiniest bit, to see if the potentially poisoned food causes itself any ill effects. If the rat does end up feeling unwell, it will not go back and eat the larger dose that is required to be lethal to the animal. But if all is perceived as fine, the animal will go back and eat more. This behaviour can be described as aversion. Diphacinone is slow acting, so for the poison to work, the animal has to eat from the poison a few times. Therefore the rat does not detect that the bait is in fact poisonous to itself. To attract rats to the poison in the first place, the diphacinone bait is made to smell strongly of peanut butter, a substance rodents find hard to resist.The poison 1080 can also be used on bait lines, but is more often used in aerial drops, which are performed approximately every five years in many bush fragments. These poison drops significantly reduce possum, rat, and mustelid populations. The longest lasting impact is on the possum population, as they take longer to repopulate. 1080 is vital to conservation, as the recorded native bird populations show definite increases after 1080 drops. Such a pest control tool is extremely important in the years when beech masts occur. A beech mast is when the native beech trees all seed at once. Such an event does not occur every year; certain climate conditions must be meet, which initiate all the beech trees to seed 
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together. This occurrence is not one looked forward to by conservationists, as the larger amount of seed made available dramatically increases the number of pests. The more food available, the more babies survive out, and the healthier and stronger the pests become. Generally the mouse population explodes, on which mustelids and rats will prey upon. Consequently, these increases mean more pests to prey on native animals. This is especially a worry for the highly endangered orange-fronted parakeet, who live in the beech forests. There are only three populations of this species left in the world, inhabiting three of Canterbury’s alpine beech forests.
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Safe Havens
As time passed, changes occurred on my land. What was once green 

and thriving, gave way to man-made structures and cleared, bare land. It 

started with the small wooden houses with large sweeping backyards, then 

arose brick houses with smaller yards. As time passed the humans 

populated, and the houses began to be built closer together. I watched as 

the building styles evolved, yielding massive constructions stretching 

skyward. The horses and carriages gave way to trams, trains, and cars. 

Observing from above, their cities resemble ant nests. Busy little objects 

constantly moving and buzzing, day and night. At night the cities now light 

up. At first it was only the firelight escaping through open windows and 

doors. But soon street lamps were erected, lights purposely lining the roads 

to help those out late find their way home without stumbling. And now the 

cars humming along the roads, transformed from dirt and gravel to hard 

packed concrete, contribute with lights of their own. At night the skies now 

glow above the cities, cancelling out the natural light of all but the brightest 

stars. 

One may think that by now surely I must have given up hope. But my 

answer is not yet. Increasing numbers of these people are realising what has 

been lost and what I am losing. Many are banding together in attempt to 

help me. In fact, all across the world people are hearing of the beauty of my 

last remaining refuges for my unique wildlife. The industry of tourism has 

exploded. Many people from other far off countries now come here just to 

visit my natural wonders, from my geothermal springs and bubbling mud 

pools, to the relatively untouched landscape in Fiordland. Areas that haven’t 

felt the full brunt of the humans’ destruction are now being designated as 

reserves and national parks, protected by the humans themselves. Is it ironic 
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that now those of the same species who were once the culprits of my 

decline and degradation are now those who are trying to regenerate and 

rejuvenate me? Alas there are still those that would see me to my complete 

demise, but while there are those who care, I have hope. These tourists 

show immense enjoyment and wonder, wandering amongst my nature, be it 

trekking through my forests, or at a facility aiding the successful breeding of 

my endangered species. 

I feel somewhat encouraged that many of my offshore islands have 

been eradicated of pests, due to massive efforts by the people who care. It 

relieves some of my stress knowing that this has created natural safe havens 

for my endangered and threatened species. But these are only small 

confining areas compared to my mainland on which they use to roam safely. 

Sadly I can see that this reality for my small islands may never be reality for 

my mainland. There are too many invasive species infecting my main body 

than the pest-controlling humans are able to deal with. However, small 

areas are beginning to be cordoned off by fences specialised to keep 

predators out. These can be called mainland islands, as they are similar in 

effect to my offshore islands that were small enough make complete pest 

eradication successful.

The mixed landscape of mountains, desert, and forest make up the 79,598 hectares that is Tongariro National park. There are now fourteen national parks in New Zealand of varying sizes; but what makes Tongariro intriguing is that this was the first national park of the country, established in 1887, and holds a rich natural and cultural history. To this end, in 1990, Tongariro became the first national park 
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in New Zealand to gain recognition as a World Heritage Site for its natural values. Later, in 1993, the World Heritage committee granted the Park status for cultural value as well, giving Tongariro a World Heritage dual status, to this date it is one of only thirty-one sites in the world granted this dual status. The features that contributed to the recognition of Tongariro’s natural values were those of the volcanic landscape, created by the three volcanoes: Ruapehu, Ngauruhoe, and Tongariro. The volcanoes sit side-by-side, central to the park, and are part of the pacific ring of fire. The volcanic landscape of the park is rocky and barren, with distinct features, including Red Crater and the Emerald Lakes.The cultural values of Tongariro National park became the first in the world to be acknowledged by the World Heritage committee after a re-evaluation of the criteria. This re-evaluation was to include places with immense cultural and spiritual values that do not have association with historic buildings. Tongariro is held as a sacred place for the Maori. In fact the original area of the park was initially held by the Ngati Tuwharetoa iwi, but was gifted to the people of New Zealand for the establishment of the national park by the iwi’s chief at the time (Te Heuheu Tukino IV (Horonuku)). This was the first occurrence in the world of the indigenous people of a country gifting over land sacred to themselves. Though there was a justified reason for this action. The chief wanted to ensure this sacred land was preserved and protected from being divided up, and the parts becoming privately owned. To their culture this would have meant the loss of the mana, or spirituality, of the land and their people. And so in gifting the land to the Crown, in the interests of all the people of New Zealand, they were entreated to protect and care for the land and could not sell any part of it.
Sanctuaries surrounded by predator-proof fences are now popping up all over the country. They are like inland islands, areas small enough to eradicate all pests within the enclosed area. The fences are specially designed to do this job. With rats, possums, stoats, cats, and others in mind, a number of factors had to be taken into consideration for the design. The fence is tall enough, ringed by a strip 
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several meters wide that is bare of trees, to prevent pests from climbing surrounding trees and jumping over the fence. With regards to the likes of a possum climbing the fence itself, the top of the fence has a smooth sloping eve, which climbing pests cannot surmount. As an added security an electric wire runs all along the top. This isn’t as a precaution to directly zap any clever pests as such, the fence is well and truly insurmountable for them, but is used as a warning trigger in the case of a tree falling onto the fence and creating a bridge across for predators. If such an incident occurs the tree landing on the wire will cause the circuit to be cut, and a warning will be given to the people maintaining the fence; thereby allowing them to almost immediately find the culprit, and remove said tree. The fence also extends underground, horizontally like a skirt, so that digging pests cannot tunnel under, preventing any stereotypical jailbreak-like scenarios, but in reverse with pests breaking in rather than out. Many of these sanctuaries are open for the public to visit. Popular ones are: Maungatautari, in the Waikato; Zealandia, in Wellington city; and Orokanui, just out of Dunedin in Otago. Native birds, insects, and tuatara are thriving in these specially made sanctuaries. One of the wonderful things about these mainland islands is that they are easily accessible to the public, giving everyone the opportunity to experience some of New Zealand’s endangered and threatened native species as they exist in a natural habitat up close. The predator-free islands offshore are not as accessible, as many are not allowed to be visited by the public. However, there are still a few that have been made publicly accessible to visit, and even allow overnight stays. One of these islands is Tiritiri Matangi, off the coast of Auckland. This sanctuary can be accessed by ferry out of the city. When visiting any ecosanctuary, it is of utmost importance to check your bags to ensure no stowaways are hiding in them, such as mice or rats, ready to escape into the sanctuary once you’re in. It is entirely possible, and cases have occurred in the past, that even simply one stoat has the potential to wipe out the populations of endangered birds within a sanctuary, such as highly vulnerable juvenile kiwi.
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Epilogue
I wish I didn’t have this story to tell. The coming of the humans to my 

land has changed me, for the worse. Thinking back I still fill up with anxiety 

and sadness. I feel overwhelmed with the fact that I, myself, was completely 

helpless to determine my own fate. Overrun with pests,my land scorched 

and scarred, I am now not recognisable from what I was that day the first 

humans set their feet on my shores. With so many of my species gone 

forever because of extinction and many falling in numbers, barely keeping 

their heads above the water, I am so much less than what I was. There was a 

time when I had nearly given up hope completely, I had fallen so far down 

into hopelessness and depression. But humans are curious creatures. Of all 

the damage they had caused me, they came to realise it. They themselves 

felt saddened for me. They knew they had to fight for me, or lose me 

forever. They strove to conserve what was left of me, and even fought to fix 

and rebuild what I had lost. And so my story that had come so close to a 

devastating end continues; determined now by the actions of my human 

inhabitants. Some may give me grief, but others give me hope. It is only they 

that have the means to protect and preserve what is left. Even the smallest 

of changes a single person may make to their lifestyle for the good of my 

environment does not go unnoticed. The hope for my future rests in the 

hands of my people.
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CONCLUSION TO THESIS

The communication of science can take many forms. An overall understanding 

of the field is highly beneficial in order to most effectively implement positive 

communication in practical situations. However, there are many parts that make up the 

whole. This thesis investigated the differences in use of framing between scientists and 

journalists, in conservation in New Zealand. It was interesting that the results suggested 

that there was no difference between the two. Due to the limitations of this study it was 

concluded that further studies must be carried out in order to state that this is indeed the 

case. The restrictions placed on writing in the journalism industry no doubt had a 

considerable influence over this result. With frames most utilised being ones eliciting 

aspects such as drama, conflict, and negativity. Such frames evoke strong, often 

emotional responses from their readers. While it is undoubtedly good to get readers 

interested in a subject, influencing negative opinions and feelings may not necessarily 

be the most effective way in which to implement motivation in people themselves to 

further investigate the subject, or even spur action. Hence, the creative component of 

this thesis explored framing conservation science in a different way than its common 

use in journalism. The non-fiction story used frames that elicit a more positive result in 

the reader. The story showed conservation in such a way as to give the reader something 

to care about: the species and environments for which conservation is used to protect 

and save. Further studies will need to be conducted in order to determine readers 

responses to these different types of frames: how the ones leaning more towards 

negativity, such as is commonly used in journalism, compare to more positive ones, 

such as those used in the creative component of this thesis. Framing is one aspect of 

communicating science that must therefore be given more careful consideration when 

writing science for the public. 
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Chi-squared Tests

Table 6: Chi-squared test for frames present in all conservation articles (*the total 

number of articles analysed for group)
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Journalists (51)* Scientists (49)* p-value
Scientific observed 5 10
Authority expected 7.65 7.35

0.918 0.9554 1.8734 1 0.1711
Controversy observed 15 14

expected 14.79 14.21
0.003 0.0031 0.0061 1 0.9377

Dilemma observed 28 25
expected 27.03 25.97

0.0348 0.0362 0.071 1 0.7898
Economic observed 16 9

expected 12.75 12.25
0.8284 0.8622 1.6906 1 0.1935

Human-Interest observed 9 10
expected 9.69 9.31

0.0491 0.0511 0.1002 1 0.7516
Political observed 3 6

expected 4.59 4.41
0.5508 0.5733 1.1241 1 0.289

Science observed 16 21
expected 18.87 18.13

0.4365 0.4543 0.8908 1 0.3453

overall 5.7616 6 0.4504

total x2 df

x2

x2

x2

x2

x2

x2

x2



Table 7: Chi-squared test for compressed frames present in all conservation articles 

(*the total number of articles analysed for group)

Table 8: Chi-squared test for compressed dominant frames present in all conservation 

articles (*the total number of articles analysed for group)
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Journalists (51)* Scientists (49)* df p-value
Controversy observed 45 45

expected 45.9 44.1
0.0176 0.0184 0.036 1 0.8495

Economic observed 16 9
expected 12.75 12.25

0.8284 0.8622 1.6906 1 0.1935
Science observed 16 21

expected 18.87 18.13
0.4365 0.4543 0.8908 1 0.3453

Other observed 15 21
expected 18.36 17.64

0.6149 0.64 1.2549 1 0.2626

overall 3.8723 3 0.2756

total x2

x2

x2

x2

x2

Journalists (51)* Scientists (49)* p-value
Controversy observed 35 32

expected 34.17 32.83
0.0202 0.021 0.0412 1 0.8392

Economic observed 7 2
expected 4.59 4.41

1.2654 1.317 2.5824 1 0.1081
Science observed 1 9

expected 5.1 4.9
3.2961 3.4306 6.7267 1 0.0112

Other observed 8 10
expected 9.18 8.82

0.1517 0.1579 0.3096 1 0.5779

overall 9.6599 3 0.0217

total x2 df

x2

x2

x2

x2



Tally of Articles

Table 9: Number of articles by each scientist and journalist author
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Conservation theme
Scientists pests mining biodiversity climate change total
Ellis, Dr Erik 1 1

1 1
Joy, Mike 1 1

1 1
Manning, Martin 1 1
Mark, Sir Alan 1 1

1 1
Morton, Jamie 2 2 2 6 5 17
O’Connor, Sarah-Jane 2 1 2 1 1 7
Peat, Neville 2 2

3 3 2 4 12
Wood, Alan 4 4
total articles 8 7 11 12 11 49

Journalists
Ashton, Andrew 1 1
Berry, Michael 3 2 5

1 1
Bowen, Matt 1 2 3
Chambers, Louis 1 1

1 1
Davison, Isaac 1 1

1 1
1 1

Forbes, Michael 1 1
Fox, Michael 1 1
Fox, Rebecca 1 3 3 7
Gardner, Chris 1 1 1 3

2 2
Harris, Catherine 1 1
Hartley, Simon 1 1

1 1
Kerr, Florence 1 1

1 1 2
1 1
1 1

1 1
1 1

Pearl, Harry 1 1
1 1 2
1 1

Robinson, Shelley 1 1
Stewart, Matt 2 2

1 1
Weir, James 1 1 2

1 1 2
total articles 11 10 10 10 10 51

envmt quality

Gordon, Fiona

Ludwig, Karin

McCrone, John

Wannan, Olivia

Boreham, Jay

Cronshaw, Tim

De Reus, Helena
Fensome, Alex

Gibb, John

Keene, Howard

Leaman, Aaron
Manning, Brendon
Marquet, Sarah
Moffiet, Nigel
Mussen, Deidre

Pryor, Nicole
Riddell, Iris

Stylianau, Georgina

Young, Rachel


